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1. MANILA, PHILIPPINES:  

 

MAP OF MANILA AND VICINITY. 
 

  

 

A seemingly unrecorded separately-issued map of Greater Manila presenting a magnificent overview of the area 

in the wake of the Philippine-American War; published in Manila by the U.S. Army Engineers though the 

cyanotype method, likely for the exclusive use of senior American officers; owned by Major Henry L. Ripley, 

formerly a commander of the notorious ‘Ilocano Scouts’. 
 

Author: U.S. ARMY OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, DIVISION OF THE PHILIPPINES. 

Place and Year: Manila, January 1905. 

Technique: Cyanotype (Blueprint), dissected into 24 sections and mounted upon original linen, folding into fine 

original supple black faux-calf covers with decorative endpapers, with contemporary manuscript owner’s 

inscription of “Major Ripley” to upper-left quadrant of map (Very Good, map clean and bright, original linen toned 

with some repaired splits at seams, covers with slight shelf-wear, a chip with small loss to front endpaper), 64.5 x 

67 cm (25.5. x 26.5 inches). 

Code: 67771 

 

This highly attractive and seemingly unrecorded map showcases Manila and its environs in splendid detail, as the 

area appeared in the wake of the Philippine-American War (1899 - 1902), during the United States assumed 

control of the Philippines after over three centuries of Spanish rule.  The urban area of the time hugged the 

‘Intramuros’, the old Spanish walled city, located where the Pasig River meets Manila Bay, on the left-hand side of 

the map.  The city proper then had a population of only 220,000, while the entire area contained upon the map had 

330,000 inhabitations.  The map’s coverage extends inland between 4 to 5 miles, as far at the extremity of Laguna 

Lake in the southeast; Malibay in the southwest; Mariquina in the northeast; and Malaban in the northwest.  In 

between the Pasig and Mariquina rivers wend their way through what was still a rural countryside of gentle hills 

and farms, making it almost hard to believe that everywhere shown is today deep within the heavily built-up area 

of Metropolitan Manila.  For example, today’s Makati City was then the isolated settlement of ‘San Pedro 

Makati’.  An impressive topographical rendering, the map otherwise labels all roads, railways (both already built 

and proposed), villages, missions, large estates, as well as numerous U.S. Amy facilities, of which the massive 

complex of Fort William McKinley is the most prominent.  

  

The present map is marked as having been made by the “Office Engineer Officer. Philippines Division”, 

technically the U.S. Army Office of the Chief Engineer, Division of the Philippines, which operated a drafting 

room and printing press in Manila.  The map, with its gorgeous blue colour, was made by a modification of the 

cyanotype (blueprint) method, which while convenient to produce in an overseas environment, could only yield a 

small number of examples.  The map was likely made as a limited edition for the exclusive use of senior U.S. 

Army officers and civilian administrators and would have had a low survival rate as examples would have been 

heavily used in the field.  We cannot trace a reference, let alone the location, of another example of this map.  The 

present example was contemporary dissected  
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and mounted upon linen, folding into black faux-calf covers such that it would be portable for an officer on the 

move.  

  

The present map is influenced by another work issued in Manila in 1901 by the U.S. Army Engineers, likewise, 

entitled Map of Manila and Vicinity.  This now rare map was based upon the surveys of Lieutenant George F. 

Stewart conducted during the latter part of the war.  Importantly, however, the present map is not a verbatim copy 

of the 1901 map but has been entirely redrafted and heavily updated with new information (many changes occurred 

to the Manila area between 1901 and 1904). 

The present example of the map features the manuscript former owner’s inscription of “Major Ripley”, in the 

upper-left quadrant.  This refers to Major Henry L. Ripley (1864 - 1944), a U.S. Army cavalry officer who during 

the Philippine–American War commanded a detachment of the ‘Ilocano Scouts’, a mounted rapid-assault corps 

known for their ‘cowboy’ behaviour.  General Frederick “Fearless Freddie” Funston, a senior American 

commander in the Philippines, took issue with the methods of Ripley and his confreres, stating that “addicted, as 

they are, by reason of their untamed natures, to brutality, it is necessary to personally direct their smallest 

movements and establish by example a high ideal of American humanity”.  Despite Funston’s qualms, Ripley 

delivered results, gaining promotion and merits.  After eight years in the Philippines, Riley returned stateside in 

1907 and was eventually promoted to lieutenant-colonel. 

  

As an aside, it is curious to ponder that the view showcased on the present map was the same as that which greeted 

the legendary American city planner and architect Daniel Hudson Burnham later when, later in 1905, he was 

commissioned by the U.S. Government to design a masterplan for the future development of Greater 

Manila.  Burnham’s proposal promised a city “Possessing the bay of Naples, the winding river of Paris, and the 

canals of Venice, Manila has before it an opportunity unique in history of modern times, the opportunity to create a 

unified city equal to the greatest of the Western world with the unparalleled and priceless addition of a tropical 

setting”.  For better or for worse Burnham’s plan was eventually ejected for being too expensive, and Manila took 

a different path. 

  

References: N/A – Seemingly Unrecorded. 

 

€1,500.00 
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2. OTTOMAN ABC BOOK - MANUSCRIPT  

 

A beautifully handcrafted early 19th century school book with the basics of the Arabic alphabet includes gilt 

manuscript with the letters, their combinations and the basic verses taught in schools. 
 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: [Ottoman Empire, probably 1820s]. 

Technique: 8°: [16] reverse collation, manuscript in black ink with gilt details, with first and last page originally 

mounted on endpapers, original gold paper boards, red cloth spine, blue endpapers with embossed floral details, 

two heart shaped paper labels with manuscript in black ink and grey and red pencil in Ottoman language on the 

front endpaper (first two pages fragile in margins due to the gilt decoration, with small loss of paper, but not 

effecting the illustrations or the script, tears in the second page repaired with old tape in margins and not affecting 

the manuscript on the back, the rest of the sheets in generally good clean condition with tiny holes and very light 

staining in the margins of some sheets, last two pages with tiny worm holes in white margins, gilt boards slightly 

age toned and with light wear on the corners). 

Code: 67758 

  

The beautifully made primer with the basics of the Arabic script was made in the Ottoman Empire in the early 19th 
century, probably for pupils from a noble or rich family. 

The first two pages, elaborately illuminated with floral patterns and gilt background in the margins, list in charts 
the basic letters. Written over the right chart are the verses from the Quran: 

 and [I seek refuge in Allah from the cursed Satan] اعوذ باهلل من الشيطان الرجيم

 My Lord, make things easy, never make them hard, my Lord complement this matter] رب يسر وال تعسر رب تمم بالخير

with goodness]. 

 

The study of script of Arabic letters in traditional schools always started with the latter phrase. The teacher writes 
the phrase and the student re-writes it until he or she reaches an acceptable level to move to the letters. 

The sign on the upper part of the left part says: 

 .[In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate] بسم هللا الرحمن الرحيم

The first two elaborately made pages are follower by 28 pages with gilt charts including various combinations of 

the letters. 

The last four pages are inscribed by verses on the alphabet, starting with the word game on the Arabic alphabet: 

 أبجد هوز حطي كلمن سعفص قرشت ثخذ ضظغ

and with verses from the Quran, which the students had to transcribe to perfect their writing. 

€2,000.00 
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3. BOHEMIAN ROYAL COAT OF ARMS – LEOPOLD I:  

 

PRIVILEGIO CONFIRMAVIT. MDCLXXX 
 

Place and Year: [Bohemia] 1680. 

Technique: Gouache on paper, 29 x 19 cm (11.4 x 7.5 inches) margins slightly dusty with small tears and loss of 

paper, slightly age-toned, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67786 

 

A beautifully drawn Royal Bohemian coat of arms, with a lion rampant with crossed tail, improvised St. 

Wenceslaus crown above and surrounded by a fashionable rocaille ornaments, was made in 1680, in the year the 

title belonged to the Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I (1640-1705). The drawing was originally probably a part of a 
document with a royal privilege to a person, family or estate.# 

€550.00 

https://www.pahor.de/bohemian-royal-coat-of-arms-leopold-i-privilegio-confirmavit-mdclxxx.html


4. EARLY ITALIAN-ALBANIAN PHRASEBOOK 
  

 

An early manuscript Italian-Albanian phrasebook; while anonymous, it was likely made by Zef Jubani, the 

celebrated Albanian folklorist, philosopher and political activist during the mid-1850s, when he served as the 

dragoman to Hyacinthe Hecquard, the French Consul General in Shkodër. 
 

Author: Anon. [but probably Zef JUBANI (1818 - 1880)]. 

Place and Year: [Probably Shkodër, Albania, circa 1855]. 

Technique: Manuscript in black pen on paper, quarto (27 x 22 cm), [25 pp., of which pages 4 and 5 are blank], 

unbound (Very Good, overall clean and crisp, soft vertical centrefold). 

Code: 67759 

 

This fascinating and unique work is a manuscript Italian-Albanian phrasebook, likely made by Zef Jubani, one of 

the great intellectuals of the Albanian Awakening, while he served as the dragoman to Hyacinthe Hecquard, the 

French Consul General in Scutari (Shkodër), during the mid-1850s.  We speculate that it was made by Jubani to 

assist Hecquard with learning Albanian shortly after the latter’s arrival in the country.  Hecquard, with Jubani’s 

assistance, subsequently published one of the great ethnographic studies of Northern Albania, Histoire et 

description de la Haute-Albanie ou Guégarie (Paris, [1859]). 

Composed in a neat cursive hand, the present work translates approximately 500 phrases and words in parallel 

Italian and Albanian.  Page 6 features the “Anatazione” (Notes) that describes how the Albanian words are to be 

pronounced.  The mastery of the content of the phrasebook would imbue one with a good basic command of 

Albanian, a beautiful, yet challenging language with few connections to other tongues.  The work is cleverly 

composed with a sophisticated understanding of language education.  It is also apparent that its purpose was to 

teach a foreigner to speak Albanian, as opposed to teaching an Albanian to speak Italian (even if it could be used 
either way). 

Italian was historically a popular business language throughout Albania, as well as the language of formal 

educational instruction for the Roman Catholic communities of Northern Albania.  This was due to Albania’s close 

geographic proximity and historical ties to Italy.  Italian was used as the linguistic bridge between Albanian and 

Western European tongues.  For instance, in the present case, Italian is employed to teach a Frenchman Albanian, 
as the French language was then virtually unknown in Albania. 

While speaking Albanian in Ottoman Albania was certainly not banned, it was supressed, or excluded from many 

key areas of life.  The official language of government was Ottoman Turkish, while Catholic schools only gave 

instruction in Italian.  The promotion of Albanian was one of the key elements of the Albanian Awakening, the 

movement of national consciousness and self-determination that emerged during the 19th Century, spearheaded by 

figures such as Zef Jubani. 

The Attribution to Zef Jubani 
The present phrasebook is anonymous; however, strong circumstantial evidence points to it as having been made 

by Zef Jubani.  The phrasebook was found along with a collection of original manuscript diplomatic 

correspondence belonging to Hyacinthe Hecquard (1814-66) dating from the period when he served as the Consul 

General of France in Shkodër from 1853 to 1861.  For most of that time Jubani served as Hecquard’s dragoman, of 

which part of his mandate concerned tutoring Hecquard in the Albanian language.  The phrasebook was thus likely 
made by Jubani for Hecquard’s use during the early period of the latter’s tenure in Shkodër. 

Hecquard was clearly an enthusiastic pupil, and he soon came to share Jubani’s passion for Albanian culture.  The 

two men became close friends and intellectual collaborators, and Jubani was instrumental in supplying some of the  

  



most valuable material that became part of Hecquard’s Histoire et description de la Haute-Albanie ou 

Guégarie (Paris, [1859]), considered to be one of the seminal works on the ethnography of Northern Albania. 

Beyond this circumstantial evidence, it must be noted that there were then not many people who were both capable 

and inclined to create such a phrasebook.  The choice of words and phrases employed, as well as the instructions 

for pronunciation, were evidently written by an individual with an unusually sophisticated understanding of 

linguistics and the pedagogy of language education.  While a handful of individuals, for instance members of the 

Jesuit Order in Shkodër, may have possessed such abilities, the Jesuits were then engaged in supressing the 
Albanian language, the opposite of the purpose of the present work.  

It is also worth noting that the paper, ink and writing style employed corresponds to contemporary conventions. 

Zef Jubani: Giant of the Albanian Awakening 

 

Zef Jubani (1818 – 1880), born Zef Ndokillia, was one of the great figures of the Albanian Awakening.  A 

polymath, he made great contributions to Albanian literature, linguistics, ethnography, folklore, as well as being a 

philosopher and political activist.  

He was born in Shkodër, the son of a successful Roman Catholic Albanian merchant from Juban, and an Italian 

mother.  He grew up fluent in both Italian and Gheg Albanian, making him the ideal ambassador for Albanian 

culture to Western Europe. 

Around 1830, Jubani was sent to live with his uncle in Malta to study; he eventually graduated with degree in 

commerce.  He returned to Shkodër sometime between 1838 and 1841, where he seems to have worked as a 
merchant and a translator. 

Around 1854 he became the dragoman to Hyacinthe Hecquard, the French Consul General in Shkodër.  He forged 

a close bond with Hecquard at time when France was at the apogee of its influence in the Western Balkans, and so 

Jubani became a key player in high-level diplomatic deliberations.  It was during this period that be rose as a major 
political figure in Northern Albania in his own right. 

Jubani’s passion was documenting Albanian folk songs, rhapsodies and poems, which had traditionally only been 

conveyed orally.  He assembled a collection of manuscripts of unrivalled scope and quality.  A small selection of 

these pieces was translated into French and included within Hecquard’s Histoire et description de la Haute-

Albanie ou Guégarie.  

Tragically, Jubani’s original collection of manuscripts was lost during the great flood which struck Shkodër on 

January 13, 1866.  Fortunately, Jubani was able to recall some of the lost works, publishing them as Përmbledhje 

këngësh popullore dhe rrapsodish shqiptare / Raccolta di canti popolari e rapsodie di poemi albanesi [Collection 

of Albanian Folk Songs and Rhapsodies] (Trieste, 1871), the first anthology of Albanian folk songs. 

While a half-Italian Catholic, Jubani was an ardent Albanian nationalist, as well as being fiercely anti-clerical.  He 

called for the purification and primacy of the Albanian language (which had hitherto been actively suppressed by 

both governmental and Church authorities); he even advocated for the creation of a new custom script to be used to 

write the language.  He was an outspoken opponent of both the Jesuit Order and the Muslim clerics that possessed 

great power in Northern Albania; he saw them as sources of unnecessary division and backwardness.  While 

Jubani was revered by certain intellectuals and tribal chiefs, he also made powerful enemies.  The Jesuits even 
went so far as to try and have him excommunicated! 

In 1866, for reasons not entirely clear, Jubani went into exile, spending the rest of his life variously in Montenegro, 

Venice and Trieste.  In Trieste he became the editor of a local newspaper and wrote articles and books on a wide 

variety of topics.  His works on Albanian poetry and music remain of profound importance, while his translation of 

the Ottoman commercial code into Italian, Codice e appendice e procedura commercialo ottomano (1873), was a 

work of great technical élan.    

Towards the end of his life, Jubani developed a sophisticated political-economic vision for transforming and 

modernising Albania.  He believed that the country should foster industrialisation through trade links with Western 

Europe and then use the proceeds to form a secular, educated and progressive state.  He believed that Albanians 

should moderate their religious and tribal affiliations in favour of a common national identity, as the old cleavages 
had only served to divide and impoverish the country.  

By the time of Jubani’s death in 1880, he had done much to inspire the emerging sense of Albanian national 

consciousness, known as the Albanian Awakening, that would eventually secure his nation’s independence in 

1912, after centuries of Ottoman rule. 

References: Cf. Robert Elsie, A Biographical Dictionary of Albanian History(London, I.B. Tauris, 2013), pp. 225-

6. 

 

Reserved 

   



 

5. RMENIAN PRINTING - HOSPITAL SAN SERVOLO, VENICE:  

 

TAVOLE STATISTICHE DEGLI ALIENATI CHE EBBERO CURA NEL MOROCOMIO CENTRALE 

MASCHILE IN SAN SERVOLO DI VENEZIA NEL DECENNIO 1847-1856 INCLUSIVI. 
 

A detailed statistical report on the first decade of the mental institution on the island San Servolo in Venice was 

printed by the Armenian press on San Lazzaro. 
 

Place and Year: Venice: Tipografia armena di San Lazzaro [The Armenian Press of San Lazzaro], map printed by 

Litho-tipografia nell’Isola di San Servolo [Lithographic Press on the Island San Servolo] 1857. 

Technique: 8°: [1] blank, folding colour lithograph (35,5 x 50 cm / 14 x 19.7 inches), 29 pp, [13] folding and 

double-page plates with letterpress on thick paper, [1] blank, newer marble paper wrappers (light foxing mostly to 

the text pages, some leaves with small holes without loss of text in margins, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67704 
 

[Statistical Tables of the Outsiders, which were Treated at a Central Male Lunatic Asylum in San Servolo di 

Venezia between 1847 and 1856] 

A book in Italian language includes detailed statistical report on a decade of the work of the mental institution on 

the island San Servolo in Venice. The institution was closed in 1979 after more than a century since its foundation. 

Today the buildings on the islands house Istituto per le Ricerche e gli Studi sull´Emarginazione Sociale e 

Culturale(Institute for the Study of Social and Cultural Marginalization) to preserve the documents associated with 
the history of the psychiatric hospital.  

A large colour lithograph, made by Ignazio Mozzoni, shows a map of the island and the hospital buildings, 

accompanied by a legend, and a black and white view of the island. The plate was lithographed on the Island of 
San Servolo. 

The book was printed in 1857 by the press of the Mekhitarists, a congregation of Benedictine monks of the 

Armenian Catholic Church, on the island of San Lazzaro in Venice.  The order was founded in Mkhitar Sebastatsi, 

in 1717, with a goal to nourish the Armenian culture, and mostly preserve the literature under the Ottoman Empire. 

In the same year, during the tensions between the Ottoman and Venetians, Venice gave an island San Lorenzo to 

the order, where they established their centre. In the next decades they translated and printed books, pamphlets, 

prints and maps in Armenian language, meant for export among Armenians around the world. The monastery also 
collected an important and valuable library. 

We could find three institutional copies (Biblioteca civica di Arco, Universita di Padova - Biblioteca Antica 

Vincenzo Pinali, and University of Minnesota, Minneapolis). 

References: OCLC 797683177. 

€280.00   
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6. SOUTH SEA & MISSISSIPPI BUBBLE:  

 

ABBILDUNG DES AUF DER STRASSE QUINCAMPOIX IN PARIS ENTSTANDENEN SO 

BERÜHMTEN ACTIEN-HANDEL. EXCUDIT C. WEIGEL NACH DEN PARISISCHEN ORIGINAL 
 

Author: Christoph WEIGEL (1654 - 1725). 

Place and Year: [Nuremberg: Weigel 1720]. 

Technique: Copper engraving, 36 x 42 cm (inches) (profesionally repaired tears in the middle fold, tiny tears in 

margins, minor staining, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67781 

 

The engraving shows Rue Quinquempoix, Paris, with crowds gathering during the share mania of the Mississippi 

and South Sea Bubble, in the financial atmosphere crafted by John Law, portrayed in the medallion below. The 

engraving, made by Christoph Weigel is a German version, based on the French plate Rue Quinquempoix en 

l'Année 1720. 
  

The South Sea Bubble 
The bursting of the South Sea Bubble (1720) was one of the most infamous, catastrophic collapses of a speculative 

venture in history.  It was precipitated by the rise and fall of the South Sea Company, a joint stock enterprise 

formed in 1711, that, on paper, possessed the rights to vastly lucrative trading privileges in Spanish America, most 

notably the Asiento, or privileged access the immense Spanish slave market.  In theory, the South Sea Company 

had a virtual lock on one of the greatest business opportunities in modern history, and many of the good and great 

of Britain, from the royal family to the Exchequer to Sir Isaac Newton, invested heavily in the venture.  However, 

due to serial bunging, bureaucracy and continual contretemps between Britain and Spain, the Company squandered 

all of its opportunities, and consistently lost money. 

However, the Company’s politically powerful principals managed to not only withhold the truth, but to convince 

their investors that the company was quietly building ever grander schemes, which required even greater 

capital.  The charade worked, and by August 1720, the Company’s shares rose to over £1,000.  

 

Not long thereafter; however, a series of revelation caused the stock to plummet, erasing tens of millions of pounds 

in investments.  The Company was soon revealed to be an astounding web of high-level deception and corruption – 

nothing better than what we would today call a Ponzi Scheme.  Many wealthy Londoners were left penniless 

(having both invested in and borrowed against their shares!) and the Exchequer was left with a £9 million 

loss.   The damage was astounding and it led to new legislation that promised greater oversight of joint stock 

companies (although, as we have recently seen, financial bubbles would reoccur!).  The South Sea Bubble 

spawned a great variety of contemporary satirical and moralizing prints and literature.   

 

€750.00 
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7. MEDECINE / INDIA / THEMATIC CARTOGRAPHY:  

 

LEPROSY IN INDIA. A REPORT… 
 

 

Rare – one of the seminal early works on leprosy in India, the land of origin and global epicentre of the disease, 

featuring the ground-breaking study of the physicians Timothy Richards Lewis and David Douglas 

Cunningham, illustrated with 2 custom coloured thematic maps and 3 illustrated plates. 
 

 

Author: Timothy Richards LEWIS (1841 - 1886) & David Douglas CUNNINGHAM (1843 - 1914). 

Place and Year: Calcutta: Office for the Superintendent of Government Printing, 1877. 

Technique: 8°: [2 ff.], 73 pp., plus 2 folding chromolithographed maps and 3 illustrated plates; some staining to 

gutter, some worming to gutter between pp. 35-44; a former library copy with old stamps to title, contents page 

and final leaf; marked as “Withdrawn” from the Wellcome Institute Library; rebound in early 20th Century blue 

cloth, gilt title to spine, spine cracking slightly near head. 

Code: 67789 

 

  

This rare and important work represents the first quantitative scientific study of leprosy in India, the land of origin 

and the global epicentre of the disease.  It is the report of a special project tendered by the Sanitary Commissioner 

of British India that was undertaken by the physicians Timothy Richards Lewis, of the British Medical 

Department, and David Douglas Cunningham, of the Indian Medical Department. 

Leprosy, and those afflicted with it, had long suffered from a stigma predicated upon the long-held belief that the 

disease was highly contagious, although it has since been discovered that the extreme majority of people are 

immune to infection.  Leprosy first appeared in India at least 2,000 years ago and continued to exist throughout the 

Subcontinent over the succeeding centuries 

Upon the establishment of the Indian Raj in 1858, the colonial authorities began to assume a more professional and 

scientific attitude towards public health, although these efforts took some year to implement across such an 

enormous land.  The severity and geographic distribution of leprosy in India was unknown until it was surveyed in 
the British Indian Census of 1872, the statistics of which prominently feature in the present report. 

In the present work, Lewis and Cunningham reveal that on average 54 out of every 100,000 people in British India 

suffered from leprosy, although the geographic distribution of the disease was highly uneven.  Some areas had less 

than 5 lepers per 100,000, while parts of Western Bengal, the interior of Bombay Province, and the north-western 

United Provinces (modern Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand) had three or four times the Indian average.  The 

worst afflicted area, the Kamuan (Kamaon) District of the United Provinces had an average of over 250 lepers per 

100,000.  Importantly, the present study only covered areas under the direct governance of the Raj and excluded 
the so-called ‘Native States’ ruled by Indian princes. 

  

https://www.pahor.de/medecine-india-thematic-cartography-leprosy-in-india-a-report.html


Lewis and Cunningham provide a detailed analysis of the nature of leprosy and its different manifestations, which 
are illustrated by three plates. 

The report is brilliantly embellished by two custom thematic maps.  The first, a ‘Map to Illustrate a Report 

“Leprosy in British India”…1876’ [dimensions: 31 x 23 cm], depicts all of India, shewing the prevalence of 

leprosy in each jurisdiction through gradations of colour.  The map was custom-made by the Surveyor General of 
India’s Office in Calcutta and is dated November 1876. 

The second map, a ‘Map Illustrating the Distribution of Leprosy in Kumaun District’ [dimensions: 23 x 17 cm], 

depicts the prevalence of leprosy in each pargunnah (county) in the most affected jurisdiction in all of India, 

Kumuan (also ‘Kumaon’, today the western of the two division of Uttarakhand State).  

Lewis and Cunningham dedicate a great deal of their report to a focussed study of leprosy in Kumaun, and more 

specifically to the leprosy asylum at Almora run by Sir Henry Ramsay, which cared for around 100 lepers.  The 

patients at this facility provided an unpreceded case study of leprosy, from which Lewis and Cunningham 
concluded that leprosy in not contagious but is rather hereditary. 

Lewis and Cunningham’s report, with its assertion that leprosy is hereditary, proved highly influential with respect 

to course of colonial policy.  It, in good part, prompted the creation of the Leprosy Commission, which in turn led 

to the Leprosy Act of 1898.   This policy called for the institutionalization of lepers, not because they were 
contagious, but as it was assumed that the disease was genetic, they should be separated by gender. 

The present work is rare.  While we can trace around a dozen examples in institutional collections, we cannot 
locate a sales records for the work from the last generation. 

References: OCLC: 249241931 and 14847545; Sanjiv Kakar, ’Leprosy in British India, 1860-1940: Colonial 

Politics and Missionary Medicine’, Medical History, vol. 40 (1996), pp. 215-30, esp. p. 223. 

 

€450.00 
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8. ITALY – EARLY NEWSPAPER:  

 

MILANO, 26. OTTOBRE 1678 
 

An exceedingly rare issue of the first broadside newspaper in Italian language printed in Milan, reports on the 

events of the first half of October 1678. 
 

Place and Year: Milan: Marc'Antonio Pandolfo Malatesta, October 26, 1678. 

Technique: Long 4°: pp. 165-167 letterpress (soft folds slightly age-toned, a tiny hole in white margins, narrow 

lower margin with a loss if imprint on the last page). 

Code: 67721 

 

This is an issue of the first Milan newspaper, reporting on the events from the first half of October 1678. As most 

of the early Italian newspapers the first part of the text reports on the events from the court and the locally 

important events, This is followed by the news from all over Europe: Madrid, Barcelona, Genova, Messina, Paris, 

Luxemburg, Den Hague, Windsor, different parts of France, large German cities, Sweden, Denmark, Poland 

(Kamianets-Podilskyi), Venice (relations with the Ottomans) etc. 

All the issues of this newspaper, at the time as usual without a printed head, are rare. Only separate issues can be 
found in various institutions. 

€250.00 

 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/italy-early-newspaper-milano-26-ottobre-1678.html


9. COSA SIA IL FANATISMO NEL DIALETTO RIVOLUZIONARIO, OSSIA DELLA 

PERSECUZIONE SUSCITATA DA' BARBARI DEL SECOLO DICIOTTESIMO CONTRO LA 

RELIGIONE CRISTIANA ED I SUOI MINISTRI. RIFLESSIONI DI GIANFRANCESCO LA 

HARPE. PER LA PRIMA VOLTA RECATE IN ITALIANO. 
 

Author: Jean-François de LA HARPE (1739 –1803), author; Giovanni Martino BERNARDONI BACCOLO 

(1752 - 1823), translator. 

Place and Year: Dubrovnik (Ragusa) [but actually Milan]: 1798 

Technique: 8°: XVI, pp. 3-218, [1] blank (collation complete), contemporary binding with marbled paper boards, 

brown calf spine with gilt decoration, orange and green labels with gilt lettering (minor staining, binding slightly 

worn, otherwise in a good condition, o 

Code: 67703 

 

An Italian translation of Du Fanatisme dans la langue révolutionnaire, ou de la Persécution suscitée par les 

barbares du XVIIIe contre la religion chrétienne et ses ministers by a French playwright Jean-François de La Harpe 

(1739 –1803) first published in a previous year bears a false imprint on the title page, stating Dubrovnik as a 

printing place instead of actual Milan. The second issue of this work bore a false imprint of Constantinople. The 

text discusses the fanatism in revolutionary dialect and attacks some contemporary authors. The translator was 

Giovanni Martino Bernardoni Baccolo (1752 - 1823), at the time a bishop of Kotor (Cattaro) and later a bishop of 
Famagusta. 

In a highly decorative contemporary binding. 

We could only find one institutional copy on Worldcat (Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Roma). 

References: OCLC 955388503. M. Parenti, Dizionario dei luoghi di stampa falsi ... Firenze, 1951, p. 174; Marina 

Caffiero, La repubblica nella città del papa: Roma 1798, 2005, p. 125; Augustin de Backer - Aloys de Backer, 

Bibliothèque des écrivains de la Compagnie de Jésus, 1585, p. 59. Giovanni Cubich, ed., Documenti sull'isola di 

Veglia, 1875, p. 111. Vjesnik bibliotekara Hrvatske, 1964, p. 31. 

 

€380.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/cosa-sia-il-fanatismo-nel-dialetto-rivoluzionario-ossia-della-persecuzione-suscitata-da-barbari-del-secolo-diciottesimo-contro-la-religione-cristiana-ed-i-suoi-ministri-riflessioni-di-gianfrancesco-la-harpe-per-la-prima-volta-.html


10. PLAGUE – SWITZERLAND – MEDICINE:  

 

AVERTISSEMENT. L'ILLUSTRE CONSEIL DE SANTÉ... 
 

Author: L'illustre conseil de santé Illustrious Public Health Council of the Republic of Berne]. 

Place and Year: Berne: L'illustre conseil de santé, August 18, 1787. 

Technique: Broadside, 4°: letterpress (Very Good, soft folds). 

Code: 67779 

 

… de la Ville et République de Berne, ayant reçu la nouvelle authentique & assurée, que la peste s’est 

manifestée à Larissa & à Tarnow, dans la Turquie-Européene… 

 

[Annunciation. The Illustrious Public Health Council of the Republic of Berne, has received authentic and 

confirmed news, that the plague manifested itself in Larissa and Tarnovo, in European part of Turkey…]. 

  

A rare broadside in French language was printed on August 18, 1787, in Berne, Switzerland, to stop the spreading 

of the plague from the Ottoman Empire. Until this date the spreading of the plague has been reported by reliable 

sources from various parts of the Ottoman empire: the Levant, Izmir, Aleppo, İskenderun, island Chios and from 
two places in the European part: Larissa in Greece and Tarnovo in today’s Bulgaria.  

With this decree the Public Health Council of Berne demanded confiscation of all the merchandise, which came 

from the Ottoman Empire, through the Balkans or the Mediterranean or any other routes. The only exception were 

the products, which went through a proven quarantine.  

We could not trace any examples in libraries worldwide. 

€250.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/plague-switzerland-medicine-avertissement-l-illustre-conseil-de-sante.html


11. TAX HISTORY – BROADSIDE:  

 

FORME DELLE NUOVE IMPRESSIONI DEI BOLLI [FORMS OF THE NEW IMPRESSIONS OF THE 

STAMPS]. 
 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: [Probably North Italy, circa 1830]. 

Technique: Letterpress and copper engraving 34 x 23 cm (13.4 x 9 inches) (slightly stained, soft folds, old 

manuscript verso, thin paper on the edges with natural tiny holes, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67775 

 

A rare, seemingly unrecorded broadside in Italian language presents 15 new Austrian taxation stamps. The 

broadside was probably made for the state officials after 1815 in the Kingdom of Lombardy–Venetia, when the 

region was annexed to Austria after the Congress of Vienna. 

We could not find any institutional copies nor references to the broadside in the literature accessible to us. 

€320.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/postal-history-broadside-forme-delle-nuove-impressioni-dei-bolli-forms-of-the-new-impressions-of-the-stamps.html


12. MONEY – BANKING – AUSTRIA:  

 

WIR FRANZ DER ERSTE, VON GOTTES GNADEN KAISER VON OESTERREICH; KÖNIG ZU 

HUNGARN, BÖHEIM, GALIZIEN UND LODOMERIEN ETC., ERZHERZOG ZU OESTERREICH ETC 

ETC. WIR HABEN BESCHLOSSEN, DIE GEGENWÄRTIG IM UMLAUFE BEFINDLICHEN WIENER-

STADT 
 

Author: Emperor Francis I (Franz I von Habsburg-Lothringen, 1768 - 1835). 

Place and Year: Vienna: July 23, 1907. 

Technique: 4°: [5] letterpress, interleaved folding plate on blue paper with copper engraved banknote patterns, 

printed on both sides, original paper spine (slightly age-toned, old annotation on the cover, otherwise in a good 

condition). 

Code: 67777 

 

This rare Emperor’s patent, issued on July 23, 1807, describes the value and form of the new banknotes, or 

Bankozettel, which were issued in 1806 and completely replaced the old notes by 1808. The first pages describe 

the history of the steep inflation since 1800 and the reasons for the new exchange rate. This is followed by a 

broadside with pattern of the new bank notes, printed on blue paper, and two appendices (B & C, A being the bank 

notes), describing the notes and giving additional information on the exchange.  

The decree was a result of a high inflation, caused by the Napoleonic wars and the dissolution of the Holy Roman 
Empire in 1806. 

€420.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/money-banking-austria-wir-franz-der-erste-von-gottes-gnaden-kaiser-von-oesterreich-konig-zu-hungarn-boheim-galizien-und-lodomerien-etc-erzherzog-zu-oesterreich-etc-etc-wir-haben-beschlossen-die-gegenwartig-im-umlaufe-befindlic.html


13. OTTOMAN LITERARY AND SCIENCE NEWSPAPER 

 

 SERVET-I-FUNOUN. 1643-169. ثروت فنون 
 

Author: Various Authors. Ahmet İHSAN TOKGÖZ (1868 – 1942), editor. 

Place and Year: Istanbul: Februar 9, 1928. 

Technique: Large 4°: [1], pp. 194-258 reverse collation with illustrations within text, [1] advertisements, original 

printed grey wrappers, stapled, original tax stamp on the cover (tiny tears and folds in margins, soft vertical fold, 

taxation stamp on the title page partly removed). 

Code: 67722 
  

A post WWI edition of Servet-I Fünun includes more advertisements, such as for modern cars, female stockings 

and farming equipment. The title page is partly written in French with a contact address in Genève. 

Servet-i Fünun (ثروت فنون) or Wealth of Knowledge was a famous Ottoman magazine, published between 1891 and 

1944. Starting as an illustrated with scientific articles and reports, accompanied with humour and literature, it soon 

turned into a leading literary magazine, publishing modern Ottoman poetry and literature. The group of authors, 

which gathered around the magazine between 1896 and 1901, passed into the history of literature under titles 
“New Literature” or the “Servet-i Fünun Lietrarure”.  

References: Orhan OKAY, Turkish Literature During the Reform Period. In: Ottoman Civilization, 2, 2009, 

pp.581ff.   

 

  

€95.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/ottoman-literary-and-science-newspaper-servet-i-funoun-1552-78.html


14. PRUSSIA - CASE MAP:  

 

GENERAL KARTE VOM PREUSSISCHEN STAATE MIT DEN GRÄNZEN DER REGIERUNGS-

BEZIRKE UND LANDRÄTHLICHEN KREISE 

 

[General Map of the Prussian State with Borders of State Regions and Districts]. 
 

Author: Friedrich Bernhard ENGELHARDT (1768-1754), draftsman; Johannes Wilhelm LIEBENOW (1822 – 

1897), editor; Wilhelm BEMBE, engraver. 

Place and Year: Berlin: Simon Schropp & Compagnie 1866. 

Technique: Copper engraving with original colour, dissected in 32 segments and mounted on linen, with original 

engraved label verso, map when opened: 66 x 104 cm (26 x 41 cm inches), in an contemporary marbled paper 

slipcase with two contemporary paper labels, map stamped with old collector's stamp and marked with an 

inventory number under the title, verso on the label and on the label of the slipcase (Very Good, minor age-toning 

along the folds, slipcase slightly worn on edges with some tears along the corners). 

Code: 67733 

 

  

This is a very rare 1866 state of map of Prussia, showcasing the state regions and districts, with an in-set map of 
Hohenzollern.  

The map was based on the survey by Friedrich Bernhardt Engelhardt (1768-1854), a military surveyor, who 

conducted dozens of important surveys over his long career, resulting in numerous important maps, including 

Schrötter’s Karte von Ost-Preussen nebst Preussisch Litthauen und West-Preussen nebst dem Netzdistrict (1802-

1810) and Karte vom Herzogthum Warschau (1812). 

 

The Schropp publishing house was founded in 1742 by Simon Schopp and still exists today. Situated in the 

Dorotheenstraße in Berlin in the 1940s, it was destroyed by a bomb in one of the last nights of the war, in April 

1945. The surviving material was taken away by Russians. After 1945 Walter Ludwig continued publishing maps 
under Schropp’s name. 

The first version of this map was published in 1829 and has been since regularly reprinted with new corrections. 

This is a very rare late version, which we could not trace in any institutions worldwide. The original colour differs 
from the older versions by beautiful shading of blue and pink.  

This example, accompanied by a contemporary marbled paper case, comes from a library of a noble family and 

bears a stamp with initials MB with a superpositioned crown and an inventory number under the title and on the 

slipcase. 

€320.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/prussia-general-karte-vom-preussischen-staate-mit-den-gra-nzen-der-regierungs-bezirke-und-landra-thlichen-kreise.html


15. BERCHTESGADENER LAND:  

 

SPECIAL KARTE DER BERCHTESGADENER ALPEN. 
  

 

A fine detailed map, issued by a German and Austrian Alpine association, showcases the Berchtesgadener Land 

in Bavaria and Austria with the Königssee in the middle. 
 

Author: Anton WALTENBERGER, draft; Hugo PETTERS, corrections. 

Place and Year: Hildburghausen: H. Peters, 1885-1887. 

Technique: Steel engraving 81,5 x 67,5 cm (37 x 26.5 inches), dissected in 20 segments and originally mounted 

on grey linen, label mounted on a back, contemporary marbled paper slipcase with a label (Very Good, minor age-

toning in the folds, collector’s stamps below the title, on the label verso and on the label on the slipcase, slipcase 

slightly worn on the edges). 

Code: 67731 

 

  

A large and detailed mountaineering map embraces the area around Salzburg and South Bavaria with 
Berchtesgaden and the Konigssee in the middle. 

The map was also published in sections in Zeitschrift des Deutschen und Österreichischen Alpenvereins 
(Newspaper of the German and Austrian Alpine Association). 

This example, accompanied by a contemporary marbled paper case, comes from a library of a noble family and 

bears a stamp with initials MB with a superpositioned crown and an inventory number under the title and on the 
slipcase. 

 

€150.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/berchtesgadener-land-special-karte-der-berchtesgadener-alpen.html


16. VIENNA – CASE MAP:  

 

PLAN DE VIENNE ET DE SES ENVIRONS. TOPOGRAPHISCHER PLAN DER STADT UND 

GEGENDEN UM WIEN 
 

Author: Stephan JAKUBICSKA (1742-1806), author; Sebastian MANSFELD (1751-1816), engraver. 

Place and Year: Vienna: Artaria 1809. 

Technique: Copper engraving, originally dissected in 36 segments and mounted on linen, 87 x 129 cm (34.2 x 

50.8 inches), housed in a contemporary slipcase with marbled paper boards and brown spine with embossed black 

title and horizontal lines, original publisher’s label mounted on the cover, two old labels on the spines (Very Good, 

contemporary trimmed to the neat-line, old private library stamps on the cover, slipcase slightly scuffed on edges). 

Code: 67734 

 

  

A detailed large folding map, accompanied by a contemporary slipcase, showcases Vienna and its surroundingsin 

the time of Napoleon, in 1809. 

There were 11 states of this map, this being a rare 9th state, representing the Napoleon’s headquarters and an island 

named after him. 

This example, accompanied by a contemporary marbled paper case, comes from a library of a noble family and 

bears a stamp with initials MB with a superpositioned crown and an inventory number under the title and on the 
slipcase. 

  

References: Johannes Dörflinger, Österreichische Karten des 18. Jahrhunderts, 1984, pp. 284-286. 

 

€350.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/vienna-case-map-plan-de-vienne-et-de-ses-environs-topographischer-plan-der-stadt-und-gegenden-um-wien.html


17. SERBIAN - CROATIAN PRINTING IN ISTANBUL: 

 

ГОДИНА ДЕВЕТА. ГОЛУБ КАЛЕНДАР ЗА 1898  

 

[GODINA DEVETA. GOLUB KALENDAR ZA 1898] 
 

 

An extremely rare calendar and almanac in Serbian language, with the title page partly in Ottoman script, 

printed by a Croatian printer in Istanbul for the Serbian minority in the Ottoman Empire and dedicated to 

sultan Abdul Hamid II. 
 

 

 

Place and Year: Istanbul: Sinovi A. Zelića [Sons of A. Zelić] 1897. 

Technique: 8°: 136 pp. with illustrations within text, contemporary black binding with cloth spine (Very Good, a 

paper stamp in the corner of the cover, stamps of an old de-accessed library on the title-page and on the last page). 

Code: 67788 

 

This rare calendar and almanac for 1898 was printed in Istanbul in Serbian Cyrillic for the inhabitants of Serbian 
origins, who have remained in the Ottoman Empire after the official separation of Serbia twenty years before. 

The title page is written in Cyrillic and Ottoman script. The almanac, which is dedicated to sultan Abdul-Hamid II, 
includes a calendar and useful information for every day life. 

The book was printed by a Croatian press “Sons of A. Zelić“ in Istanbul. Antonije Zelić, a Croatian, born in Brela, 

Dalmatia in 1820, moved to Istanbul 1840 for economic reasons. In the city Zelić made an apprentissage at a 

French lithographer Henri Cayol (1805- 65) and opened his own printing shop in 1855, which soon became a 

recognized publishing house, known for its printing in foreign languages and for its lithographed posters. After 

Zelić’es death in 1890 his two sons took over the business. The Zelić press of Istanbul split between two brothers 
after WWI, with one branch operating until the 1930s and the other one until 1960. 

 

€220.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/serbian-printing-in-istanbul-godina-deveta-golub-kalendar-za-1898-godina-deveta-golub-kalendar-za-1898.html


18. ELGRADE:  

 

8 TELEGRAMS WITH NEWS ON THE SLAVIC UPRISING AGAINST THE OTTOMANS, MOSTLY 

FROM MONTENEGRO AND BOSNIA, WERE SENT FROM DUBROVNIK, KOSTNJICA, CETINJE 

AND KRAGUJEVAC TO THE NEWSPAPERS IN BELGRADE IN SEPTEMBER 1875. 
 

Author: Various Authors. 

Place and Year: Dubrovnik (Croatia), Kostanjica (Montenegro), Cetinje (Montenegro), and Kragujevac (Serbia), 

September 1875. Received in Belgrade, Serbia. 

Technique: 8 sheets (7 sheets 24,5 x 19 cm / 9.6 x 7.5 inches and 1 sheet 28 x 22,5 cm / 11 x 8.9 inches) with 

printed template and manuscript additions in black ink (very good, soft folds). 

Code: 67701 

 

A series of 8 telegrams with reports of the battles on the Balkans was sent in September 1875 from Dubrovnik 

(Croatia), Kostanjica (Montenegro), Cetinje (Montenegro), and Kragujevac (Serbia) to the editors of the Istok 
newspaper and the State Press in Belgrade. 

The telegrams in Serbian language (one of them in Cyrillic), received by the Serbian Ducal Telegraph Office 

(Knjaževsko srpsko telegrafsko nadležatelstvo), report on the battles in the neighbouring cities, such as Berane and 

Trebinje, between the Serbian, Montenegro, Bosnian and Herzegovina rebels and the Ottoman army. The rebels, in 

the telegrams named as Ustashi, were fighting against the harsh treatment under the beys and aghas in the Ottoman 

provinces. These battles were fought in the first year of the great so called Great Eastern Crisis, which was ended 
with the Treaty of Berlin in July 1878. 

Istok was a Serbian literary and political newspaper, issued in Belgrade between 1871-1881.  

The first telegraph line in Serbia was established in 1855. By 1875 Serbia already had a system of 54 post offices. 

One of our telegrams records the receiving time of a telegram between Dubrovnik and Belgrade, which was 3 
hours and 50 minutes. 

References: Stanka Kostić, Enciklopedija Jugoslavije, Beograd u JLZ Zagreb 1988 

 

€180.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/belgrade-8-telegrams-with-news-on-the-slavic-uprising-against-the-ottomans-mostly-from-montenegro-and-bosnia-were-sent-from-dubrovnik-kostnjica-cetinje-and-kragujevac-to-the-newspapers-in-belgrade-in-september-1875.html


19. JOHN OF KRONSTADT, ORTHODOX LITURGY:  

 

ПРАВДА О БОГѢ, МИРѢ И ЧЕЛОВѢКѢ ИЗЪ ДНЕВНИКА ПРОТОИЕРЕЯ О. ЙОАННА 

СЕРГИЕВА  

 

[PRAVDA O BOGE, MIRE I ČELOVEKE IZ DNEVNIKA PROTOIEREJA O. JOANNA SERGIEVA] 
 

An uncommon set of 6 religious pamphlets issued in Kronstadt by a Russian Orthodox archpriest, a religious 

leader and a saint John of Kronstadt in 1899 and 1900. 
 

Author: John of Kronstadt (Иоанн Кронштадтский, 1829–1909). 

Place and Year: Kronstadt: Tipo-litografija A. M. Komarova [Typo-Lithography of A. M. Komarof] 1899-1900. 

Technique: 8°. 6 pamphlets and 1 advertisement bound in 1 volume. 

#1: Об иконопочитании православной церкви, 1899. 28 pp. with xylographed vignettes.  

#2: О таинстве покаяния св. православной церкви, 1899. 30 pp. with xylographed vignettes. 

#3: О причащении св. Таин, 1899. 38 pp. with xylographed vignettes. 

#4. О пресвйетой Богородицѣ, 1900. 35 pp. 

#5. О молитвенном поминовении живых и усопших, 1899. 8 pp. with xylographed title page. 

#6. О пресвятой Богородице, 1900. 22 pp. with xylographed vignettes. 

[1] advertisement. 

Bound in a contemporary marbled paper binding with brown cloth spine, original brown conifer endpapers (Very 

Good, paper slightly age-toned). 

Code: 67713 

 

  

An uncommon set of 6 pamphlets and an advertisement for a printing house was made in Kronstadt, on Kotlin 

Island, in 1899-1900. The booklets were published by the author John of Kronstadt, an influential Orthodox 

religious leader, and include religious texts, which were passages from his most famous work My Life in Christ 

(Моя жизнь во Христе). 

John of Kronstadt (Иоанн Кронштадтский, 1829–1909), born Ivan Ilyich Sergiyev, was one of the most 

influential religious leaders at the turn of the centuries, known for his public religious outbursts, adapting the rules 

of the Orthodox church and strict religious education of the masses, which were coming to see him from afar. John 

was also known for his his monarchist, chauvinistic, antisemitic and anticommunist views. 

John of Kronstadt was canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia in 1964 and by the Moscow 
Patriarchate in 1990. 

We could only find separate pamphlets in the National Library of Russia. 

 

€1,500.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/john-of-kronstadt-orthodox-liturgy-pravda-o-bog-mir-i-chelov-k-iz-dnevnika-protoiereja-o-joanna-sergieva-pravda-o-boge-mire-i-celoveke-iz-dnevnika-protoiereja-o-joanna-sergieva.html


20. ISTANBUL, ARCHEOLOGY: CISTERNS 
 

  

 

A set of 5 original photographs, most probably made during WWI, showcase the byzantine capitals of four 

different cisterns of Istanbul. 
 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: [Prob. Istanbul, circa 1917]. 

Technique: 5 black and white photos, between 10 x 8 cm and 11,5 x 8,5 cm (4 x 3.1 inches and 4.5 and 3.3 

inches), contemporary pencil annotations in French language verso (Very Good, light silver shine in margins). 

Code: 67728 

 

This set of 5 black and white photographs shows Byzantine capitals in the Istanbul cisterns. Three images are 

marked on the back as cisterns on the locations of or near Nuruosmaniye (2 images) and Kıztaşı, and two images 
are marked as “Cisterne de Nuhandja” and “Cisterne d’Otloukofi Yecan (?)”.  

All the photographs show the capitols on difficult accessible places, sometimes with traces of debris at the back. 

The photographs offer a valuable archeological and art-historical information, because many of the smaller cisterns 
of Istanbul remained forgotten through the history and were only discovered recently. 

The photos, which all have inscriptions in French language on the back, were probably made during WWI and 

come from a private collection with other similar objects of photographs and drawings, all made in Turkey and the 

Middle East in between circa 1917 and 1920. 

 

€360.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/istanbul-archeology-cisterns.html


21. THEATRE – WWI POW CAMP BILBEIS, EGYPT:  

 

4 PROGRAMS FOR THE THEATRE PERFORMANCES OF THE BRITISH AT A POW CAMP IN 

BILBEIS, EGYPT 1919. 
 

This is an ephemeral set of 4 theatre programs, made in 1919, by the British at the POW camp Bilbeis, Egypt. 
 

Place and Year: Bilbes, Egypt: 1919. 

Code: 67727 

 

1. General Base Depot. Programme. The 100 Performance of the “Blue Dragons”. 
S.l., s. d. [Bilbeis, 1919] 

4° (20,5 x 33 cm / 8.5 x 13 inches): blue mimeographed text (soft folds with a tiny hole on the crossing, tiny tears 

in margins, very light foxing). 

  

2. The Pow-Wow Theatre. Prisoners of War Camp, Belbeis, Tuesday, 16th September 1919 at 8 P. M…. The 

Camp Party of Black Pow-wow’s in their own adapted version of Nothing but the Truth.  

4° (28 x 20,5 cm / 11 x 8.5 inches): [2] printed text on tan paper (small tears in margins, otherwise in a good 

condition). 

The program also includes advertisements such as for the wigs by S. Goldman in Cairo, a liquor store Walker & 

Vallois in Cairo, military and civilian clothes Davies Bryan & Co., football clothing and accessories Robert 

Hughes & Co etc. 

  
3. Synopsis of Scenes. Act. 1 Interior of the office of Cyrus P. Webber…  

Small 4° (24 x 18,5 cm / 9.4 x 7.3 inches): [2] printed text on tan paper (small tears in margins, otherwise in a good 

condition, possibly missing an outer wrappers with the date of the performance). 

The program also includes advertisements such as for the wigs by S. Goldman in Cairo, a liquor store Walker & 

Vallois in Cairo. 

  

4. Programme “The Pow-Wows” concert party. Belbeis. On Thursday, Dec: 11. 1919. 
4° (20,5 x 32,5 cm / 8.5 x 12.8 inches): blue mimeographed text (soft folds with a tiny hole on the crossing, tiny 

tears in margins, very light foxing). 

  

The four ephemeral theatre programs were printed in 1919 in Bilbeis (Belbeis), northeast of Cairo in a less known 

British POW camp on the location of their WWI army base.  

 

€550.00 

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/theatre-wwi-pow-camp-bilbeis-egypt-4-programs-for-the-theatre-performances-of-the-british-at-a-pow-camp-in-bilbeis-egypt-1919.html


  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/theatre-wwi-pow-camp-bilbeis-egypt-4-programs-for-the-theatre-performances-of-the-british-at-a-pow-camp-in-bilbeis-egypt-1919.html
https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/theatre-wwi-pow-camp-bilbeis-egypt-4-programs-for-the-theatre-performances-of-the-british-at-a-pow-camp-in-bilbeis-egypt-1919.html


22. DAMASCUS & BAALBEK:  

 

DAMASCUS LE 20. JUIN 1917, BAALBEK, LE 22. VI 917 
  

 

A pair of original photos, made during WWI by a Bulgarian lieutenant colonel Kableshkov, showcase temple 

ruins of Baalbek and reception room of a private mansion in Damascus. 
 

Author: Nikola KABLESHKOV (1868 - ?). 

Place and Year: Damascus, Syria: June 20, 1917 & Baalbek, Lebanon: June 22, 1917. 

Technique: 2 black and white photographs, contemporary annotations on the front in black ink, contemporary 

annotations in pencil on one photograph verso, 12 x 13 cm and 13 x 13 cm (4.7 x 5.1 and 5.1 x 5.1 inches) (Very 

Good, one soft fold in each photo). 

Code: 67710 
 

A pair of original photos, dated June 20 and 22, 1917, represent temple ruins of Baalbek and reception room of a 
private palace in Damascus. 

They were made during WWI by a Bulgarian lieutenant colonel Nikola Kableshkov (1868-?), who is signed in the 

corner of the Baalbek photograph. Kableshkov was a first cousin of the Bulgarian hero Todor Kableshkov. He was 
promoted to major general in 1920. 

 

€250.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/damascus-baalbek-damascus-le-20-juin-1917-baalbek-le-22-vi-917.html


23. SHIPS:  

 

SS PORTO. FRENCH ICEBREAKER MIKULA. 
 

Two original drawings on one sheet showcasing SS Porto and icebreaker Mikula were made by a British, 

probably during a military campaign in the Black Sea or Eastern Mediterranean Sea, circa 1920. 
 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: S.l., S.d. [probably the Black Sea, circa 1920]. 

Technique: Two hand-drawings in black ink on paper (Very Good, old horizontal fold in the middle) 

Code: 67740 

 

SS Porto was originally a German ship named Prinz Heinrich, which was seized by the Portuguese in 1916 during 

WWI and renamed. The ship was chartered to the British government under management of the Hudson's Bay 
Company.  

The ship on the lower image is Mikula, the first vessel built in the Vickers yards in Montreal in 1916 and the only 

icebreaker sold to Russia during the First World War. Originally named J. D. Hazen in Canada, it was registered as 

an Imperial Russian naval ship Mikula-Selyaninovich. Within two years the ship was fully involved in the rocky 

early 20th century history of Russia: after being owed by the imperial Russian army, it was confiscated by the Red 

Army, and later by the British Navy, which gave her to the French army.  

The sketches were probably made around 1920 around the black sea. Mikula only started sailing under the French 

flag in the late 1918 and was, after the initial years in the White Sea, involved in the military operations around 
Crimea in 1920.  

The sketches come from a collection of drawings, probably made by the same hand, related to the theatre of war in 

the Black Sea, around Crimea, and military operations in Egypt and the middle East.  

  

References: George Bolotenko, The Icebreaker Mikula Selianinovich (1916-1937): To Russia and 

Back (https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/northern_mariner/vol12/tnm_12_3_17-42.pdf). 

 

 

€220.00 

  

https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/northern_mariner/vol12/tnm_12_3_17-42.pdf
https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/ships-ss-porto-french-icebreaker-mikula.html


24. BADEN, SWITZERLAND:  

 

KURSAAL. BADEN. SCHWEIZ. SUISSE. SWITZERLAND 
 

A stunning brochure in Art Nouveau style was made by a Swiss artist and poster designer Otto Baumberger for 

a spa resort Baden. 
 

Author: Otto BAUMBERGER (1889-1961). 

Place and Year: Zürich: J. E. Wolfensberger [circa 1910-15]. 

Technique: Long 8°: colour lithograph printed from both sides [3] folding brochure. 

Code: 67719 

 

A beautifully designed folding colourful brochure in a mint condition shows three views of the spa town Baden in 

Switzerland on the front, and a bird’s eye view on the back. The images in expressionist style are surrounded by 
bordures in the tradition of art nouveau. 

The brochure was designed by Otto Baumberger (1889-1961), one of the most prominent Swiss designers of 

advertisements of the 20th century. Baumberger studied art and design in Zürich, ad in 1909 and 1910 in Design 

Academy in Munich, Academy of Applied Arts in the same city, and at the Académie Colarossi in Paris. 

Otto Baumberger, who also did stage sets and fresco design (Zürich-Wiedikon railroad station), was mostly known 
for his posters, which became the Swiss classics of the 20th century. 

The brochure is in a mint condition with thick colour impression, made by a graphic firm J. E. Wolfensberger, 
known for its high quality production of prints, mostly posters. 

 

€320.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/baden-switzerland-kursaal-baden-schweiz-suisse-switzerland.html


25. ARCHEOLOGY - MEDINET HABU – EGYPT:  

 

A COLONNADE IN THE TEMPLE OF RAMSES III AT MEDINET HABU NEAR THEBES. 

TOGETHER WITH: BROKEN STATUES OF RAMSES III. MEDINET HABU. 
 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: Medinet Habu, Egypt [probably circa 1917-1918]. 

Technique: 2 sheets, each 10 x 18 cm (3.9 x 7inches), with two original drawings in black ink (Very Good). 

Code: 67778 

 
Two well-made detailed hand-drawings showcase the temple of Ramses III in Egypt. 

The sketches come from a collection of drawings, probably made by the same hand, related to the theatre of war in 

the Black Sea, around Crimea, and military operations in Egypt and the Middle East.  

 

€120.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/archeology-medinet-habu-egypt-a-colonnade-in-the-temple-of-ramses-iii-at-medinet-habu-near-thebes-together-with-broken-statues-of-ramses-iii-medinet-habu.html


26. PRAGUE – JUGENDSTIL:  

 

DAS HAUS A. HAASE. PRAG I. ANNAHOF. DAS ANNAHOF IN WORT UND BILD. EINE 

MONOGRAPHIE DES HAUSES A. HAASE IN PRAG. MIT 50 ILLUSTRATIONEN. 

 

[The House A. Haase. Prague I. Annahof in Word and Image. A Monograph of the House Haase in Prague. 

With 50 Illustrations] 
 

A stunning rare presentation brochure with fashionable gild highlights, published by a paper producer and 

printer Haase in Prague, was designed by a Jugendstil artist Richard Teschner in 1908. 
 

Author: A. A. HAASE, editor; Richard TESCHNER (1879 -1948), design. 

Place and Year: Prague: Haase 1908. 

Technique: Large 4°: 73 pp. with title page in black and gold and illustrations within text, original illustrated 

wrappers, endpapers printed in gold and black, originally inserted dedication [2] with the first page printed in black 

and gold and others blank (Very Good, nearly mint unused condition, minor tears in the upper and lower part of 

the spine). 

Code: 67747 

 

A stunning example of a presentation and advertisement publication in Jugendstil style was made by a firm Haase, 

a paper producer, printer and publisher, situated in the Anenská (Annahof) in Prague, in the honour of the 60th 

anniversary of the coronation of emperor Franz Joseph I., in 1908. 

The lines of the book cover, endpapers and margins of each page are made in elaborate at the time modern 

Jugendstil lines, and the cover and endpapers are heightened with gold details and backgrounds. The portraits on 

the cover belong to Johannes Guttenberg (ca.1400- 1468), the founder of printing in Europe, and Alois Senefelder 
(1771 – 1834), the founder of lithography.  

Large clear photographs accompanying the text represent the Haase’s production, from the book-keeping rooms, to 

the production room and warehouses and the building Annahof, a larger complex in the Anenská in Prague. 

The design was made by Richard Teschner (1879 -1948), a Carlsbad-born artist and draftsman schooled at the 

Prague Art Academy and at the Vienna Academy of Applied Arts. Between 1909 and 1912 Teschner was a 

member of the Wiener Werkstaette. Richard Teschner, who was specialized in paintings, design and bookplates, 
was also known for introducing the Javanese theatre to Europe. 

The example includes original Haase’s dedication to Franz Joseph I. 

We could find five institutional examples on Worldcat (Bavarian National Library, National Library of the Czech 
Republic, New York Public Library System, Berlin State Library, RIT Library - Wallace Library). 

 

References: OCLC 45017128 & 163236655. 

 

€380.00   

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/prague-jugendstil-das-haus-a-haase-prag-i-annahof-das-annahof-in-wort-und-bild-eine-monographie-des-hauses-a-haase-in-prag-mit-50-illustrationen.html


27. 

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/prague-jugendstil-das-haus-a-haase-prag-i-annahof-das-annahof-in-wort-und-bild-eine-monographie-des-hauses-a-haase-in-prag-mit-50-illustrationen.html


27. ENTERTAINMENT – GERMAN ART DECO:  

WIE WERDE ICH BAUCHREDNER UND TIERSTIMMENIMITATOR? DAS WESEN, DIE 

GESCHICHTE UND DIE ERLERNUNG DER BAUREDEKUNST 

[How to Become a Ventriloquist and Imitator of Animal Sounds. The Knowledge, History and Learning of 

the Art of Ventriloquizing]. 
  

 

A stellar example of a German book on ventriloquizing animal sounds with a stunning 1920s cover design. 
 

Author: Georg-Maria von COELLEN (Gregor von COELLEN), author; K. FIEDOR, design. 

Place and Year: Dresden: Rudolph'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung [1929]. 

Technique: 8°. 129 pp, [2] advertisements, original illustrated wrappers (Very Good, a soft fold in the lower edge 

of the cover, otherwise in an unread condition). 

Code: 67656 

 
  

An uncommon book in German language with a stunning and bizarre art deco cover gives a detailed insight on the 

history of the ventriloquizing of animal sounds from the 16th century until 1920s, and includes instructions for the 

beginners. The author Gregor von Coellen was an editor of a magazine Artist. 

The book was issued in a series of popular esoteric pocket books, which were used and often thrown away, after 

they went out of fashion, that is why the survival rate of such pamphlets is very low. This is a third edition of the 

book. 

We could only find three institutional examples of the first edition (OCLC 72100683) and one example of this 

third edition (Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, OCLC 73044264). 

€95.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/entertainment-german-art-deco-wie-werde-ich-bauchredner-und-tierstimmenimitator-das-wesen-die-geschichte-und-die-erlernung-der-bauredekunst.html


28. THEATRE:  

 

ILUSTRIRANA LEPA MASKA. NAVODILA ZA ŠMINKANJE. DRUGA S SLIKAMI IZBOLJŠANA IN 

RAZŠIRJENA IZDAJA. 

 

[The Illustrated Beautiful Mask. Instructions for Make-Up. Second, with Images Improved and Enlarged 

Edition]. 

 

Author: Emil NAVINŠEK (1876-1952). 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: published by the author, printed by Josip Krmpotić in Vir-Domžale 1926. 

Technique: 8°: [1] portrait protected with a paper-guard, 40 pp. with interleaved 10 chromolithographed plates in 

colour, protected by paper-guards, and two in black and white, [1] title, [11] photos in sepia, printed from both 

sides, [2] index and advertisement, original cloth binding with gilt illustration on the cover, green spine with gilt 

lettering (Very Good, with light foxing and staining, binding slightly worn, a stamp on the last endpaper). 

Code: 67705 

 

An uncommon book on the theatrical make-up and wig making was published in Ljubljana in 1926. It includes 

chromolithographed illustrations and instructions for mostly character roles (such as an Englishman, Jew, 

Policeman etc) and a selection of portraits of actors from Ljubljana’s early 1920s theatre plays, where the author of 
the book participated as a make-up artist. 

The author Emil Navinšek (1876-1952), signed as a chief-wigmaker of the royal theatres in Ljubljana, was a 

Slovenia-born theatre make-up and wig master, who published several articles in the theatrical magazine Maska 

(The Mask). He was also an owner of a shop with theatre props and make-up in the city centre. This is the second 
enlarged and revised edition, published by the author. The first edition was issued in 1921 without illustrations. 

We could only find one example outside Slovenian libraries (Slovenian Study Library in Klagenfurt). 

References: OCLC 442168687. 

 

€120.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/theatre-ilustrirana-lepa-maska-navodila-za-s-minkanje-druga-s-slikami-izboljs-ana-in-razs-irjena-izdaja.html


29. AVANT-GARDE THEATRE:  

 

HLAPEC JERNEJ IN NJEGOVA PRAVICA  

 

[THE BAILIFF YERNEY]. 
 

Author: Ivan CANKAR (1876-1918), author; Ferdo DELAK (1905-1968), adaptation, design and direction; 

Ljubivoj RAVNIKAR, illustrations. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Cankarjeva družba [1932]. 

Technique: Small 8°: 51 pp. with illustrations within text, [2] text and illustrations, original black and white 

wrappers (wrappers with small staining and foxing, light foxing to the edges, very light folds in the margins of the 

last part of the book, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67729 

 

  

An uncommon booklet is an avant-garde theater play, based on a revolutionary short novel about a worker Yerney. 

It was adapted for the stage by Ferdo Delak (1905-1968), who also designed the set and the book, and directed the 

play. The illustrations of the posters and stage set were made by Ljubivoj Ravnikar. Delak, who studied in 

Ljubljana, Vienna, Paris, Berlin, Prague and Salzburg, was a pioneer of a Slovenian avant-garde and a founder of a 

modern theater Mladi oder (Young Stage) and the magazine Tank.  

The Bailiff Yerney (and His Right) was a short story by a Slovenian writer Ivan Cankar (1876-1918) from 1907 on 

a simple worker, who is deprived of his savings after the retirement. After seeking justice through the legal and 

church system without success, he burns down the house of his previous employees. The angry mob pushes him 

into the fire, which turns red, a symbol for the revolution, which could be salvation for the working class.  

Needless to say, the story was very popular between the left-wing artist and under post WWII Yugoslavia. Among 

others the pay was translated into German and Esperanto.  

Worldcat only records a copy in the University of Chicago Library in the libraries outside Slovenia, which holds 

10 copies.  

  

References: OCLC 442467647. 

 

€380.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/avant-garde-theatre-hlapec-jernej-in-njegova-pravica-the-bailiff-yerney.html


30. CARS:  

 

THE AUSTIN SEVEN. FOR TRAVEL AND ENDURANCE 
  

 

A decorative rare ephemeral 1926 advertisement brochure for the Austin 7 cars with elegant illustrations and 

images of car’s details. 
 

Author: 

Place and Year: 
Technique: 12°: 16 with partly coloured illustrations within text, original wrappers with illustrated cover, stapled 

(Very Good, minimal foxing, contemporary car dealer’s stamp on the inner side of the front cover and on the back 

cover). 

Code: 67752 

 

A rare brochure, made to advertise the diversity of the Austin 7 model, was printed by the company in 1926. The 

Austin 7 was an economy car, produced from 1922 until 1939. The pamphlet showcases the car in different 

situations, mostly connected with fashionable young couples in modern situations and travelling around the world 

with the car. The last pages list the successes of the Austin 7 at the races until 1926 and illustrate the mechanical 
details of the car. 

The two contemporary stamps belong to an Austin representatives Nicholls Brothers in Milan. 

 

€120.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/architecture-urbanizam-teorija-prostornog-planiranja-i-uredjenja-naselja-urbanism-theory-of-urban-planning-and-organizing-of-living-space-3614.html


31. COCKTAIL MENU:  

 

SCOTT’S. THE “BAR” SCOTT’S RESTAURANT PICCADILLY. 
  

 

An elegant art-deco cocktail menu for the bar of the Scott’s restaurant in London was made by Edward 

Sylvester Hynes, an Irish illustrator and designer. 
 

Author: Edward Sylvester HYNES (1897 - 1982). 

Place and Year: [London, circa 1930]. 

Technique: Small 8°: [3] folded pamphlet, colour lithograph on card (slightly worn on the edges and folds, 

otherwise in a good condition. 

Code: 67702 

 

An attractive cocktail menu was made circa 1930 for a popular bar of the Restaurant Scott’s in London. The menu 

is decorated with caricatures of famous actresses and actors, which were regular guests: George Robey (1869 – 

1954), actress Madeleine Carroll (1906 – 1987), Owen Nares (1888-1943), Binnie Hale (1899-1984), and Evelyn 
Laye (1900 – 1996). 

The origins of the restaurant go to the mid 19th century. It was moved to on Coventry Street in 1891, where it was 

known as “Scott's Oyster and Supper Rooms" until 1967, when it was relocated to its present address in Mount 
Street. Scott's was a favourite of Ian Fleming. 

The draft for the menu was made by an Irish designer Edward Sylvester Hynes (1897- 1982), known for his art-
deco posters, caricatures and magazine covers. 

 

€65.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/cocktail-menu-scott-s-the-bar-scott-s-restaurant-piccadilly.html


32. SKIING:  

 

SKIJAŠI! ... SKIJE I SAV PRIBOR NABAVLJAJTE NAJPOVOLJNIJE KOD KOVAČIĆA  

 

[SKIERS! ... BUY YOUR SKIS AND ALL THE EQUIPMENT AT THE CHEAPEST PRICES AT 

KOVAČIĆ]. 
 

 

Author: M. KRAKER.  
Place and Year: [Zagreb, 1930s]. 

Technique: Colour lithograph, originally mounted on card with dark edges, 32 x 23 cm (Very Good). 

Code: 67773 

 

A rare 1930 Croatian advertisement for a Zagreb-based firm with skiing equipment, based on a stencil draft in art-

deco forms. Croatian advertisements and books on skiing are rare, because the skiing resorts are scarce. The hills 

above Zagreb offer some skiing grounds and the sport was in the 1930s reserved for wealthier inhabitants of the 

city. 

 

€110.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/skiing-skijasi-skije-i-sav-pribor-nabavljajte-najpovoljnije-kod-kovacica-skiers-buy-your-skis-and-all-the-equipment-at-the-cheapest-prices-at-kovacic.html


33. ART-DECO – CROATIA - PHARMACY:  

 

GARDENIJA. UPUTA ZA UPOTREBU PREPARATA ZA NJEGU LIJEPOTE LICA, RUKU I ČITAVOG 

TJELA  

 

[GARDENIA, INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF PREPARATION FOR NOURISHING FACE, HANDS 

AND WHOLE BODY]. 
  

 

A decorative Croatian advertisement in art deco style was made for a beauty product of a private 

pharmaceutical firm circa 1930. 
 

Place and Year: Zagreb: Rožankowski i drug D.D. [circa 1930]. 

Technique: 12°: [12] folding colour lithographed brochure with gold highlights, with two detachable cards on the 

ends, printed from both sides (Very Good, hardly noticeable staining). 

Code: 67750 

 

A highly decorative art-deco folding advertisement with gold highlights was printed circa 1930 for a 

pharmaceutical firm Alga from Sušak by Rijeka (Fiume) on the Croatian coast.  

The firm was founded in 1926 by Vladimir Kezele and Vinko Budak and was named after a Budak’s product 

“Alga”, which was a huge success on the market for years. Two of their famous products: a massage oil and an 
energising drink are depicted on the present map. 

They firm Alga moved into a modern Art Deco house in the town in 1926 and was investing vast amounts of 

money on a high-quality design of advertisements in popular newspapers and in private ads and brochures. The 

printed was a Zagreb based printer Rožankowski, who was famous for his glossy posters in the style of Art 
Nouveau, bonds and other elaborate prints. 

Sušak, today a part of Rijeka, only became a city in 1919. Until 1924 it belonged to the Free State of Fiume 

(existed between 1920 and 1924). On 16 March 1924 the Free State of Fiume was annexed by Italy, but the 

attached Sušak was given to the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, although the towns had joint 

administration of the port facilities. The government-in-exile of the Free State considered this act invalid and non-
binding under international law and continued its activities. 

 

€42.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/art-deco-croatia-pharmacy-gardenija-uputa-za-upotrebu-preparata-za-njegu-lijepote-lica-ruku-i-citavog-tjela-gardenia-instructions-for-the-use-of-preparation-for-nourishing-face-hands-and-whole-body.html


34. EROTICA:  

 

AUS MEINEN SCHLÖSSERN. ZEHN AQUARELLE.  

 

[From My Castles. Ten Water-Colours]. 
 

 

Author: Franz von BAYROS (1866-1924). 

Place and Year: Vienna-Prague-Leipzig: Strache 1923. 

Technique: Large Folio (49 x 36,5 cm / 19.3 x 14.8 inches): [2] title page and index, 10 colour lithographs, 

inserted in original faux vellum binding with gilt lettering on the cover, grey cloth spine, paper flaps (binding 

slightly dusty and with tiny scratches, a small repaired tear in the fold of the lower paper flap, otherwise in a good 

condition). 

Code: 67732 

  

  

A complete set of attractive 10 erotic 1920s large colour lithographs in a baroque style, made after paintings of 

Franz von Bayros, a so called "Master of Erotic". The images represent naked women, wearing baroque wigs and 

jewelry, in inviting poses, set in castles or flower gardens, often accompanied with admirers, other women, 

greyhounds, putti etc. The lower margin of each image is decorated with a music score. 

  

Zagreb-born Austrian artist Franz von Bayros was a representative of the so called  Decadent movement of Fin de 

siècle and was known for his detailed humorous erotic etchings with women in Baroque scenes, much popular in 

bookplates of pre-WWI years. This series, printed in 930 examples (ours numbered with 587) was issued one year 

before von Bayros’s death. 

 

€200.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/erotica-aus-meinen-schlossern-zehn-aquarelle.html


35. OTTOMAN SPORTING MAGAZINE: 

 

  سپور عالمى 

 

[SPOR ALEM-I / UNIVERSAL SPORTS]. NO. 29. 
 

An unusual rare Ottoman magazine on sporting events and aeronautics. 
 

Place and Year: Istanbul: April 11, 1923. 

Technique: 4°: 15 pp. (falsely 51) with illustrated covers and titles printed in red, unbound as originally published 

(Very Good, minor foxing). 

Code: 67723 

 

An uncommon Ottoman sporting magazine reports on the latest news from the world of sports, especially 
wrestling, football and boxing, aviation and hunting. 

An attractive advertisement in red and black on the back was made for Fiat tractors. 

We could not find any examples of any issues in international libraries in Worldcat. 

 

€55.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/ottoman-sporting-magazine-spor-alem-i-universal-sports-no-29.html


36. SLOVAK LITERATURE:  

 

TAJNÝ SPOLOK "MOR HO!"  

 

[THE SECRET SOCIETY "MOR HO!"] 
 

 

Author: L̕udovit IZÁK, author; Martin BENKA (1888 - 1971), cover design. 

Place and Year: Prague: Mazáč 1929. 

Technique: 8°: 244 pp., [2], original illustrated wrappers, unbound as originally published (wrappers slightly 

dusty and with minor staining otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67741 

 

A Slovak novel, published in Prague with a cover design by Martin Benka (1888 - 1971), a Slovak founder of the 
modernism. 

This is the second edition. The first edition was published on 220 pages without the Benka’s illustrated cover. We 
could find 7 institutional examples worldwide. 

  

References: OCLC 13030004. 

 

€120.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/tajny-spolok-mor-ho-the-secret-society-mor-ho.html


37. REVOLUTION:  

 

THE BAILIFF YERNEY AND HIS RIGHTS. A SLOVENE TOLSTOI. 
 

Author: Ivan CANKAR (1876-1918), author; Sidonie YERAS - H.C. SEWELL GRANT, translation; Janko 

LAVRIN, introduction. 

Place and Year: London: John Rodker 1930. 

Technique: 8°: xiii, 114 pp., [1], dustjacket with mounted illustration on the cover and flapps originally mounted 

over the wrappers (minor foxing, binding slightly dusty and stained, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67730 

 

A rare English translation of an early Slovenian revolutionary drama, originally written in 1907 was published in 
London in 1930 by a publisher of modernist writers John Rodker. 

The Bailiff Yerney (and His Right) was a short story by a Slovenian writer Ivan Cankar (1876-1918) from 1907 on 

a simple worker, who is deprived of his savings after the retirement. After seeking justice through the legal and 

church system without success, he burns down the house of his previous employees. The angry mob pushes him 
into the fire, which turns red, a symbol for the revolution, which could be salvation for the working class.  

Needless to say, the story was very popular between the left-wing artist and under post WWII Yugoslavia.  

It is unclear how many examples are held in libraries worldwide, since the OCLC number on Worldcat seems to 

mistakenly join together many different editions. 

 

References: OCL 3736350. 

 

€150.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/revolution-the-bailiff-yerney-and-his-rights-a-slovene-tolstoi.html


38. ALBANIA:  

 

АЛБАНИЯ. ЗАПИСИ О ЛЮДИМА И ДОГАĐАЙИМА [ALBANIJA. ZAPISI O LJUDIMA I 

DOGAĐAJIMA  

 

[ALBANIA. NOTES ON PEOPLE AND EVENTS]. 
 

Author: Milosav JELIĆ (1883 - 1947), author; Vasilije REZNIKOV (1884-1965), cover design. 

Place and Year: Belgrade: Geca Kon 1933. 

Technique: 8°: 192 pp. with photographs within text, [2] index and blank, original wrappers with illustrated cover 

(wrappers slightly stained with small tears in margins and a soft fold in the upper corner of the front cover, spine 

with tiny loss of paper in the lower part, old owner’s name, written in black ink on the top of the title page, 

otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67711 

 
  

The book, a valuable source of first-hand information on Albania, is a collection of articles and interviews with 

most prominent Albanians of the mid 1920s, made by a Serbian author and journalist Milosav Jelić (1883 - 1947).  

Jelić, a Serbian monarchist and Chetnik, fell out of favour after WWII by the new regime.  

The cover was designed by Vasilije Reznikov (1884-1965), a painter, illustrator and later a set designer in movies. 

The book was published by Geca Kon (Géza Kohn), a Jewish publisher, born in Hungary, who owned the biggest 

publishing house in Yugoslavia, operating from 1901 until the occupation by Germany in 1941. After the Germans 

marched into Belgrade, Kon was arrested and shot. Most of his family, who were also active in the business, were 

taken to a concentration camp in Vojvodina and shot in the same year.   

  

References: OCLC 11905424 & 989157050. 

 

€85.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/albania-albanija-zapisi-o-ljudima-i-dogadajima-albanija-zapisi-o-ljudima-i-dogadajima-albania-notes-on-people-and-events.html


39. ABC BOOK:  

 

POČETNICA ZA OSNOVNE ŠKOLE  

 

 

Author: Ilija DIZDAR (1877 —1929). 

Place and Year: Zagreb: Jugoslovenska štampa 1938. 

Technique: 8°: 61 pp. with colour illustrations within text, [1] blank, original illustrated card covers, blue cloth 

spine (tiny scratches in the upper part of the cover, otherwise in a mint unread condition). 

Code: 67707 

 

A rare Croatian primer with basics of the ABC and short texts and poems, accompanied with decorative colour 
illustrations, was published on the eve of WWII with a royal arms on the cover. 

The book was written by a Dalmatia-born author of pedagogical books for children Ilija Dizdar (1877 —1929). 

The book, which was published in other versions from the 1920s on, was made an official ABC book for primary 

schools by the main office for schools of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia nine years after Dizdar’s death, on March 8, 

1938.  

This is a rare version from the same year with a royal coat of arms on the cover. 

Because these ABC books were often disposed of after the use and especially during the German occupation in 

WWII as well as under the later Tito’s government, all the versions are rare. 

In the international institutions we could only find two issues of the book from 1929 (National and University 

Library of Ljubljana and National and University Library of Zagreb) and one issue from 1934 (Princeton 
University Library). We could not find any other institutional examples of our issue from 1938.  

The book is in a near mint, unread condition.  

References: Ivo PERIĆ, Dizdar, Ilja. Hrvatski biografski leksikon, 1993. 

 

€150.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/abc-book-pocetnica-za-osnovne-skole-a-primer-for-elementary-schools.html


40. ANTISEMITISM – ANTI-COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA:  

 

IZKORIŠČANIM IN BEDNIM. KOMUNISTI! 

 

[TO THE ABUSED AND MISERABLE. COMMUNISTS!] 
 

 

An unusual extremely rare Slovenian / Yugoslav anti Communist and antisemitic poster was made for elections 

in 1920. 
 

 

Author: Slovenski ljudska stranka [National Party of Slovenia]. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Jugoslovanska tiskarna [1920] 

Technique: Broadside. 51 x 34 cm (20 x 13.4 inches) (soft folds, light staining, small holes and worm holes 

without a significant loss of paper). 

Code: 67738 

 

A very rare, seemingly unrecorded broadside showcasing Leon Trotsky and Grigory Zinoviev as the evil leaders of 

the Russian Communists, responsible for mass executions and starvation, was made by the Christian socialist party 

– the National Party of Slovenia for the Yugoslav elections in 1920. According to the texts the two protagonists on 

the images are not only abusing the hard working people, but they are also selling their land to the American 

capitalists. The poster warns the people against the communist and Jews, who have apparently joined forces 
against the workers. 

The election, held on November 28, was attended by 73% of the electors, who were only men, as women were not 

allowed to vote. The National Party of Slovenia won with 14 members of the parliament, and the Communist Party 

was elected 5 members. When the parliament gathered for the first time, in December of the same year, the 

Communist party refused to swear the oath. The party was forbidden in April the following year under the Law for 

the Protection of the State. 

The Communist party of Yugoslavia was working in exile and underground until WWII, in 1941. 

 

References: Unrecorded. 

 

€1,200.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/antisemitism-anti-communist-propaganda-izkoriscanim-in-bednim-komunisti-to-the-abused-and-miserable-communists.html


41. JUDAICA:  

 

ŽIDOVI U SPLITU  

 

[JEWS IN SPLIT] 
 

 

A rare booklet describes the history of Jews in Dalmatia from the 14th century until the foundation of the 

Kingdom of Yugoslavia. 
 

Author: Dr. Grga NOVAK (1888 – 1978). 

Place and Year: Split: Morpurgo, printed by Narodna tiskara 1920. 

Technique: 12°: 65 pp., original wrappers with title printed in red (Very Good, light foxing and small traces of 

wear on the spine, page 65 bound in upside down). 

Code: 67712 

 

This rare pamphlet, printed in Spit, Dalmatia, gives a detailed insight of the history of Jews in the city from the 

14th century on. The author explains their relations with the Venetians and Ottomans through the historical facts, 

local stories and anecdotes. According to the author the Jewish community finally achieved their religious and 

personal freedom with the foundation of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia after WWI. 

The freedom of the Split Jews was short lived. During the following war the synagogue in the city was burnt down 

by the Fascists and massive deportations were made by the Nazis and Croatian government until 1945. 

The book is one of the early works by Dr. Grga Novak (1888 – 1978), who later became one of the most 

recognized Croatian historians of the 20th century and an authority on the antiquity and history of art in Dalmatia. 

The book is very rare. We could find three institutional examples on Worldcat (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 

National Library of Israel & HCL Technical Services -Harvard College Library). The Croatian National Library in 

Zagreb does not list the book in their inventory.   

  

References: OCLC 78400291. 

 

€85.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/judaica-z-idovi-u-splitu-jews-in-split.html


42. PROPAGANDA FOR CHILDREN:  

 

IL CAPO SQUADRA BALILLA  

 

[THE HEAD OF THE BALILLA TEAM]. 4TH EDITION.  

 

A beautifully designed illustrated book with questionable  instructions for the members of 

the Italian Fascist youth organization Opera Nazionale Balilla. 
 

Author: Prezidenza Cantrale dell'Opera Bailla [Central Office of the Bailla Assosiation]. Roberto VERDINI, 

illustrations. 

Place and Year: Rome: Anno XIII [late 1934-1935]. Printed in Milan: Pizzi & Pizio. 

Technique: 8°: 92 pp with illustrations within text, [2], original illustrated wrappers (Very Good, minor staining, 

some minor old annotations in margins, binding with tiny tears in margins, last blank cover slightly stained). 

Code: 66299 

 

This beautifully designed, richly illustrated book was made as a manual for children, who were members of the 

Fascist youth organisation Opera Nazionale Balilla. It gives basic information on the uniforms, ranks, saluting, 

marching, schooling and physical education, text of the anthem and marching songs, introduction to the Fascism, 
first-aid etc. 

Opera Nazionale Balilla (ONB) was active between 1926 and 1937, when it was absorbed into the Gioventù 

Italiana del Littorio (GIL). Balilla was an organisation for boys, ages 8 to 14, as the girls’ organisation was 

called Piccole Italiane. 

 

A famous model of Fiat car, called Fiat Balilla, launched in 1932, was called after this organisation. 

 

€180.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/propaganda-for-children-il-capo-squadra-balilla-the-head-of-the-balilla-team-4th-edition.html


43. SARAJEVO - MUSLIMS:  

 

SPOMENICA DVADESETGODIŠNJICE OPSTANKA I DJELOVANJA MUSLIMANSKOG 

DOBROTVORNOG DRUŠTVA "MERHAMET" U SARAJEVU. 1913-1933 

 

[A Memorial to the 20th Anniversary of Foundation and Work of the Muslim Charity Organization 

Merhamet in Sarajevo. 1913-1933]. 
 

Author: Munir Ekremov ŠAHINOVIĆ (1910-1945), editor. 

Place and Year: Sarajevo: Merhamet 1933. 

Technique: Large 8°: 79 pp. with illustrations within text, original green wrappers with printed cover (Very Good, 

slightly age-toned, wrappers slightly stained). 

Code: 67715 

 

The richly illustrated book, published at the 20th anniversary of the Muslim humanitarian organisation Merhamet 

(Tur. Compassions) in Sarajevo, is a valuable source of information on the Muslim life in Sarajevo between the 

two wars. The book also includes numerous portraits and photographs of groups of children the organisation is 

providing food for.  

The organisation Merhamet is still active today in many countries.  

 

The editor was a young Munir Ekremov Šahinović (1910-1945), who would later become one of the most famous 

Bosnian and Herzegovian authors and reporters, specialised in the problems of migration of Muslims from Bosnia 

to Turkey, history and Turko-Bosnian relations. During WWII he joined the army officials of the Independent 

State of Croatia and was shot in the streets of Zagreb by the partisans upon the liberation of the city. 

Worldcat records two institutional copies (National and University Library in Ljubljana and Royal Danish 
Library). 

 

References. OCLC 768110624 & 439792566. 

 

€85.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/sarajevo-spomenica-dvadesetgodisnjice-opstanka-i-djelovanja-muslimanskog-dobrotvornog-drustva-merhamet-u-sarajevu-1913-1933.html


44. CROATIAN PRE-WWII JEWISH COMMUNITY:  

 

POVIJEST ZAGREBAČKE ŽIDOVSKE OPĆINE OD OSNUTKA DO 50-TIH GODINA 19. VIJEKA  

 

[HISTORY OF THE ZAGREB JEWISH COMMUNITY FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL THE 1850S]. 
 

 

A pioneering work on the history of Jewish community in Zagreb with its analysis and lists of known members, 

was published on the eve of WWII by a Zagreb Chief Rabbi Gavro Schwarz. 
 

Author: Dr. Gavro SCHWARZ (Gábor Schwarcz, 1872-1942). 

Place and Year: Zagreb: Gaj 1939. 

Technique: 8°: 106 pp. with interleaved 7 black and white photographs and one folding chart, [1], original brown 

linen binding with gilt title on the cover (Very Good, binding with minor wear). 

Code: 67706 

 

A rare book in Croatian language is a pioneering work on the history of Jews in Zagreb. The book is divided into 2 

parts: the first part explains the history of the community from the 1780s until 1850s, and the second part lists all 

the Jewish families from the 1850s. The interleaved illustrations showcase Jewish community buildings, such as 
the office buildings, the synagogue, and the houses for children’s holidays on the coast.  

The book was written two years before the beginning of WWII in Yugoslavia. During WWII, under the 

Independent State Croatia, a Nazi puppet state, the Jewish community was supressed and thousands perished in 

concentration camps Auschwitz and Jesenovac. The Jewish organisations in the book were closed down and the 
synagogue was demolished between 1941-1942. 

The author, the chief rabbi professor Dr.  Gavro Schwarz (Gábor Schwarcz, 1872-1942) was born in a Hungarian 

town Nádudvar, and was studying in Požega and Budapest. He was a leader of the Zagreb Jewish community and 

an author of many books on local Jewish history and religious books. He died during WWII, in 1942. 

We could only trace three examples in libraries worldwide (National Library of Israel, Zagreb City Library, 

Library of Congress). 

References: OCLC 713756560. ÖBL 1815-1950, Bd. 11 (Lfg. 54, 1999), S. 435 

(http://www.biographien.ac.at/oebl/oebl_S/Schwarz_Gavro_1872_1942.xml); Hrvatska enciklopedija 

(http://www.enciklopedija.hr/natuknica.aspx?id=55029). 

 

€320.00 
   

http://www.biographien.ac.at/oebl/oebl_S/Schwarz_Gavro_1872_1942.xml
http://www.enciklopedija.hr/natuknica.aspx?id=55029
https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/croatian-pre-wwii-jewish-community-povijest-zagrebacke-zidovske-opcine-od-osnutka-do-50-tih-godina-19-vijeka-history-of-the-zagreb-jewish-community-from-the-beginning-until-the-1850s.html


45. JUDAICA - SIDDUR: 

 

 MOLITVENIK סדור רנה ותפלה 

 

[SIDUR RINA U-TEFILAH] 
  

 

A rare Siddur, Jewish prayer book, translated and edited by a Zagreb chief rabbi Miroslav Šalom Freiberger, 

who was killed in Auschwitz in 1943. 
 

Author: Miroslav Šalom FREIBERGER (1903 - 1943). 

Place and Year: Zagreb: Biblioteka Jevrejskog narodnog kalendara [Library of the Jewish National Calendar] 

Press "Merkantile" 5698 - 1938. 

Technique: 12°: [8], 367 pp. interleaved with שסז pp. reverse collation in Croatian and Hebrew, 31 pp. in 

Croatian, original black cloth binding with embossed lines, gilt lettering on the cover and spine, black edges 

(binding slightly scuffed and water stained on edges, some pages with light water-staining in white margins. 

Code: 67708 

 

  

This rare Siddur in Hebrew and Croatian languages was translated in 1938 by Miroslav Šalom Freiberger. 

Miroslav Šalom Freiberger (1903 - 1943) was chief rabbi of Zagreb from 1941, catechist, translator, writer and 

spiritual leader. Freiberger’s first job was a chief rabbi of Osijek. He was a strong advocate of Zionism, was widely 
popular among younger people and even had good connections with the Catholic church.  

In the first year of WWII, after the death of rabbi Gavro Schwarz, Freiberger took the position of the chief rabbi of 

Zagreb. On surprisingly good terms with the archbishop Alojzije Stepinac, who was later accused with 

collaboration with the Nazis, Freiberger refused the direct protection of this Catholic authority, but decided to stay 

active among the Jewish community of Zagreb. He was personally involved in transporting Jewish families to 

Palestine.  

Soon after Miroslav Šalom Freiberger escorted the last group to Budapest and Istanbul, including his only son, in 

the end of 1942, he was arrested by the Independent State of Croatia regime, when Heinrich Himmler himself 

arrived in Zagreb. Freiberger was sent to Auschwitz and was shot at the entrance after a loud protest against 
mistreating of Jews. His wife and in-laws also became victims of the holocaust. 

We could only find three institutional copies (HCL Technical Services - Harvard College Library, Cornell 
University Library and National Library of Israel). 

  

References: OCLC 234171749 & 38564940. 

 

€450.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/siddur-sdvr-rnh-vtplh-molitvenik-sidur-rina-u-tefilah.html


46. FEMALE ARTISTS:  

 

KATALOG UMETNOSTNE RAZSTAVE LIKOVNIH UMETNIC IZ BEOGRADA, ZAGREBA, SUŠAKA 

IN LJUBLJANE : LJUBLJANA, 5. XI.-20. XI. 1939 

 

[Catalogue of Art Exhibition of Female Artists from Belgrade, Zagreb, Sušak and Ljubljana. Ljubljana, 5. 

XI.-20. XI. 1939] 
 

A scarce catalogue listing works of 12 Yugoslav female artists, held in Ljubljana in late 1939 in the Jakopič 

Pavilion. 
 

Author: 
Place and Year: Ljubljana: [Jakopičev paviljon] 1939. 

Technique: Large 8°: [12] with 8 black and white illustrations within text, original card wrappers with printed 

title, stapled (Very Good, light vertical fold). 

Code: 67724 

  

This rare pre WWII catalogue was made for any exhibition of twelve female artists exhibiting 87 works at the 

Jakopič Pavilion in Ljubljana, a gallery known for its progressive exhibitions of contemporary art. The exhibitors 

were: Milica Bešević (1896-1941) from Belgrade, Božena Vilhar Ružić (1906 - 1991), Mara Kralj (1909-2010), 

Avgusta Šantel (1876–1968), Dana Pajnič (1906-1970), Henrika Šantel (1874-1940), Štefanija Canki-Pažić (1912-

?), Anica Zupanec Sodnik (1892-1978), Elda Piščanec (1897-1967), Mira Pregelj (1905-1966), Jela Humek 

Trnkoczy (1905-1957), and Bara Remec (1910-1991). 

The war, which came less than two year later had a major impact on most of the artists: Milica Bešević died in 

1941, at the April 6th bombing of Belgrade, which marked the beginning of the war in Yugoslavia, Božena Vilhar 

Ružić joined the partisans and survived the war, Dana Pajnič also joined the partisans, was caught and sent to the 

Ravensbrück prison, Henrika Šantel died in the year following the exhibition, and Bara Remec escaped from her 
home town days before the liberation and continued her career, mostly as a book illustrator in Buenos Aires.  

We could only find three institutional copies in Slovenia (Central Humanistic Library in Ljubljana, National 

Gallery of Ljubljana and Gallery Božidar Jakac, Kostanjevica na Krki) and one in Zagreb (Croatian Academy of 
Science and Arts). The National Library of Ljubljana does not see to hold a copy. 

 

 

References: OCLC 813650841. 

 

€100.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/female-artists-katalog-umetnostne-razstave-likovnih-umetnic-iz-beograda-zagreba-susaka-in-ljubljane-ljubljana-5-xi-20-xi-1939.html


47. UNDERGROUND PRINTING:  

 

ZASAVSKI PARTIZAN. 
 

A fine example of an improvised rare partly hand-drawn underground magazine, was made by Slovenian 

partisans during WWII at an undisclosed location on the field. 
 

Author: Kamniško-zasavski odred [Kamink-Zasavje Division of the Liberation Army]. 

Place and Year: S. l. [Region of Kamnik, Central Slovenia] June 1944. 

Technique: 8°: 12 pp. mimeographed text with illustrations, original mimeographed wrappers with hand-coloured 

cover with manuscript additions, unbound as originally published (Very Good, missing a lower corner of the 

cover). 

Code: 67782 

 

This is the first number (of 4) of an underground Slovenian Partisan magazine, was made in June, 1944, during 

WWII. The cover, showcasing a partisan holding a gun, is coloured with colour pencils, and has parts of the text 

written per hand. 

The mimeographed text inside, using also valuable blank space on the inner side of the wrappers, includes 
introduction to the first number, an article for the dead partisans, poems and jokes, mostly about the the Germans. 

The magazine is very rare. Already in 1964 Bibliografija only recorded two examples of the magazine in 

Yugoslavian institutions. Only one institution had number two and four, and four institutions held number 3. 

Today we could not find any examples of the magazine in institutions worldwide. 
  

References: Bibliografija, p. 303, no. 4262.   

 

€550.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/slovenian-underground-wwii-printing-zasavski-partizan.html


48. UNDERGROUND PRINTING:  

 

NAŠA KOROŠKA  

 

[OUR CARINTHIA] 
 

Author: Anon. Janez VIDIC (1923 - 1996), cover design. 

Place and Year: [Gorenjsko, Slovenia]: Trilof, early 1945. 

Technique: 12°: 31 pp., original wrappers with illustrated cover, stapled (minimal staining, tiny cuts in the lower 

margin, otherwise a very good, seemingly unread example, originally unevenly cut). 

Code: 67718 

 

A pamphlet, printed by a WWII underground Yugoslav press, was made in the last months of the war to 

commemorate the fighting for the Carinthia region in the northmost part of Slovenia and the southmost part of 

Austria. 

 

The striking cover represents the Prince's Stone, a symbol of a Slavic principality in Carinthia. The stone is an 

ancient Roman column capital, on the place of the ruined Roman city Virunum, and was used in the process of 

coronation of princes. The ceremony was held in Slovenian and German language. It was last performed in 1414, 

when the Habsburg Ernest the Iron was enthroned as Duke of Carinthia. The Stone is surrounded by people, 

framed by the red colour, representing the blood in the lower part and fire above, superpositioned by a row of 

partisans and a Slovenian flag. 

 

The pamphlet with a beautiful colour cover was made by a secret press Trilof, which specialized in colour printing. 

 

The Trilof Press occupied a hut hidden beneath a heavily wooded mountainside. It was privately operated by ‘Don’ 

and his girlfriend ‘Julia’ (Partisan noms de guerre), outside of the oversight of the Partisan committees. The press 

was known for the unusually high quality of its productions, including coloured prints. The linocut cover was made 

by Janez Vidic, who was active in the decades after the war as an illustrator, graphic designer, printer and fresco 

master. The linocuts are thought to have been made from plates of linoleum taken from the floors of kitchens of 

local Alpine villas. 

 

The pamphlet is extremely rare. As it was printed in the last weeks of the war, it probably only reached a smaller 

number local readers. The bibliography on the partisan literature from 1964 only quotes one example in al 

Yugoslav libraries. We could find two institutional examples in Slovenian libraries and none abroad (Carinthian 

Central Library dr. Franc Sušnik, Ravne na Koroškem and University Library in Maribor). The Slovenian National 

and University Library does not record an example. 

  

References: OCLC 440739280. Bibliografija 1964, no. 6187. 

 

€320.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/underground-printing-nasa-koroska-our-carinthia.html


49. UNDERGROUND PRINTING:  

 

KOROŠKA V BORBI  

 

[CARINTHIA AT WAR] 
 

 

Author: Štab koroške grupe odredov [Quarters of the Carinthian Group of Divisions]. 

Place and Year: [Carinthia]: Štab koroške grupe odredov [Quarters of the Carinthian Group of Divisions], 

September 20, 1944. Prnted by Koroška tehnika [Carinthia Press] 

Technique: Large 4°: 12 pp. mimeographed text with illustrations, illustrated original tan wrappers, stapled (Very 

Good, minor staining, a seemingly unread example). 

Code: 67717 

 

A rare mimeographed WWII Slovene / Yugoslav partisan underground newspaper was printed by the Carinthian 

division fighting in the north part of Slovenia and southmost border of Austria. The magazine includes news from 

the local areas, encouraged by the approaching allies and the signs of collapsing Nazi Germany.  

This is a second number of 5 totally issued. The imprint on the back encourages the readers to send in their articles 

via an underground postal system, which was running through coded lines. In this case the post had to be marked 

with a code 505 through K-8, which meant a route and a secret post station hidden in an anonymous location, 
probably a private house.  

All the numbers are extremely rare. Only one series is recorded in libraries worldwide (City Library of Ljubljana, 
OCLC 439693849). 

  

References: Bibliografija 1964, no. 2738. 

 

€250.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/underground-printing-koroska-v-borbi-carinthia-at-war.html


50. UNDERGROUND PRINTING – CHILDREN’S MAGAZINE:  

 

PIONIR. LIST NAJMLAĐIH U HRVATSKOJ. MAJ 1943. NO. 5-6. 

 

[Pioneer. The Magazine for the Youngest of Croatia. May 1943]. 

 

 

An extremely rare children’s magazine with articles and Walt Disney comic was mimeographed by an 

underground Partisan press during WWII. 
 

Author: Various Authors.  
Place and Year: [Lika or Kordun, Croatia]: May 1943. 

Technique: 8°: [1] mimeographed illustrated cover, 21 pp. mimeographed text with illustrations within text, 

unbound as originally issued (paper in margins slightly age-toned with small tears, some old annotations and 

decent colouring in pages with puzzles, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67737 

 

  

An extremely rare early WWII Croatian children’s magazine, printed by an underground press, was made in May 

1943. It includes articles, whiten by children and youth, text on hygiene and diseases, puzzles and a two page 

mimeographed comic with Walt Disney’s Pluto. 

  

The magazine continued being published after the war until 1961.  

  

All the war issues are extremely rare. We could only find one example of nr. 7-8 from 1943 and numbers 13-19 

from 1944 in the Zagreb National University Library. We could not find any examples in international institutions.  

 

References: Bibliografija, 1964, no. 8773. 

 

€320.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/underground-printing-children-s-magazine-pionir-list-najmladih-u-hrvatskoj-maj-1943-no-5-6.html


51. WWII PROPAGANDA:  

 

DRUŽTVOVNI ŽIVOT U NJEMAČKOJ [SOCIAL LIFE IN GERMANY]. 
 

A rare, seemingly unrecorded propaganda book in Croatian language was printed in Nazi Germany to promote 

the quality of its social life. The book also diminishes lifestyle in the Allied countries, where the people are 

allegedly unemployed and starving. 
 

Author: Kraft durch Freude. 

Place and Year: S.l. S.d. [Nazi Germany, circa 1944]. 

Technique: 8°: 75 pp. with illustrations within text, original illustrated wrappers (slightly stained, light pencil 

marks on the title page, binding slightly worn with tiny tears around the spine). 

Code: 67714 

 

This unusual, seemingly unrecorded book in Croatian language, was printed in Nazi Germany during WWII and 

promotes a rewarding life of a worker in Germany, which included sports, music, art education and travels. On the 

other hand it presents the Allied countries, such as France, England and Unites States as poor countries, where 

workers have no rights, have to que for a war meal and sleep on the streets, all of which is allegedly caused by 

Jews and Communism. A special chapter is dedicated to antisemitism in Yugoslavia. The pamphlet also presents 
the development and structure of German political organizations.  

The book was published by Kraft durch Freude (Strength through Joy), a Nazi led state organization, created to 

promote the advantages of National Socialism to the people and a tourist office.  

Although the publication is not dated, it was probably made in WWII, circa 1944, as te text also promotes vacation 
on the Dalmatian coast, which was taken over by the Germans in late 1943, after the capitulation of Italy. 

The brochure was probably handed out in Croatia in the time of the Independent State of Croatia as a part of the 

Nazi propaganda. 

We could not find any institutional copies worldwide, including in the Croatian National Library. 
  

References: Unrecorded. 

References: Unrecorded. 

 

€300.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/wwii-propaganda-druztvovni-zivot-u-njemackoj-social-life-in-germany.html


52. ORIGINAL ARTWORK:  

 

MISIJONSKI KOLEDAR 1945 

 

[MISSIONARY CALENDAR 1945]. 
 

An unusual well-designed Catholic calendar for missions worldwide in Slovenian language was printed on the eve of the 

end of WWII and designed by a young artist Marjan Tršar, who would become one of the most prominent Yugoslav 

painters of the 20th century. 
 

The cover is an original colour woodcut by the artist.   
 

Author: Various Authors. Ladislav LENČEK (1914—1993), editor; Marjan TRŠAR (1922 - 2010), design and illustrations. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Ljudska tiskarna [1944]. 

Technique: 8°: 112 pp. with black and white and colour illustrations within text, first pages printed in black and light blue and 

full page original woodcuts, original illustrated wrappers (Very Good, wrappers with minor wear on the sides and tiny tears on 

the spine and on the back, minor water-staining in the margins of the last pages). 

Code: 67720 

 

This unusual, beautifully designed book in Slovenian language, made in the late 1944 by the Catholic church, reports on the 

missions and missionaries from all over the world, but mostly form China, Asia and North America. 

The first pages with a calendar for 1945 are decorated with a simple, but highly decorative wood-cut ornament in black and 

light blue, impersonating an oriental silk pattern. The woodcuts inside, showcasing oriental scenes and portraits, and an 

original colour wood-cut, representing Mary with Jesus as an oriental woman, on the cover were made by a young artist 

Marjan Tršar (1922 - 2010), who subsequently became one of Slovenia’s and Yugoslavia’s most famous artists.  

Tršar’s wartime story is complex and more than a little unusual. Upon the Axis invasion of Yugoslavia in April 1941, he 

joined the Royal Yugoslavian Army. However, he was soon captured and sent to prison in Croatia. He was released shortly 

thereafter and returned to Ljubljana. There he fell afoul of the Italian occupiers, who sent him to a concentration camp at 

Gonars, Italy, where he remind until the collapse of the Italian regime in September 1943. In Gonars, he made as series of 

drawings of the camp that were much admired in Partisan circles. Upon re-gaining his freedom, Tršar decided to support the 

collaborationist cause. While his motives for switching sides are unclear, it has been speculated that he desperately needed 

money and wanted to avoid being re-incarcerated. He proceeded to design propaganda illustrations for the Domobranci, of 

which this poster is by far the most memorable. At the end of the war he was captured by the Partisans and given a death 

sentence. However, one of the Partisans, remembering the artist from Gonars and recalling his drawings of the camp, 

successfully appealed for clemency for Tršar. He was soon released and went on to become one of Slovenia’s most famous 

and long-enduring artists, passing away in 2010, at the age of 88. 

The booklet is in a surprisingly good, seemingly unread condition. The survival rate of such book would be very rare, since 

they were thrown away after the year expired. The Catholic calendars, especially those from WWII and illustrated by an artist, 

accused of collaborating, were also not treated favourably under the new Tito’s post WWII regime.This was the last number of 

the calendar, which was issued from 1917 on. We could find nine examples of this issue in Slovenian libraries (OCLC 

442635358) and possible another copy at the University of British Columbia Library (OCLC 604841193). 

The ephemeral book is one of the most unusual and until now underappreciated Slovenian – Yugoslav 20th century books 

we’ve ever seen. 

€350.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/original-artwork-misijonski-koledar-1945-missionary-calendar-1945.html


53. DP CAMP PRINTING:  

 

STRTI CVETOVI  

 

[BROKEN FLOWERS]. 
  

 

This rare mimeographed book in two colours was printed in Slovenian and English language in the DP camp 

Lienz in Austria by Slovenian Refugee Press, issued in the honour of the thousands of Home Guard refugees, 

who were in 1945 sent back from a DP camp to Styira, where they were assassinated by the Yugoslav army. 
 

 

Author: Vladimir Kos (Nom de Plume: Re O) (born 1924), e. a. 

Place and Year: Lienz: Slovenska begunska tiskarna [Slovenian Refugee Press, circa 1946]. 

Technique: 8°, 17 pp. mimeographed text, including the numeration on the inside of the back cover, interleaved 

blue mimeographed illustration and text on lighter paper between the wrappers and text, original wrappers with 

printed title (tiny loss of paper in the corners of the wrappers, white pages slightly water stained in the upper 

corners, otherwise in a good condition. 

Code: 67755 

 
  

This rare book, mimeographed in two colours in a DP camp by Lienz in Austria, was made by Slovenian refugees 

after WWII. 

The introduction, written in English, is followed by texts and poems in Slovenian language. The texts were made 

in the honour of the refugees from the DP camp in Vetrinje (Viktring) camp near Klagenfurt, which were sent to 

the Yugoslavian part of Styria, where they were assassinated by the Yugoslav army in May 1945. 

The Lienz/Peggetz DP camp was a British run camp for refugees, the so called White Guard, who escaped 

Yugoslavia in the days after WWII on the grounds of collaborating with Nazi Germany, and were waiting to be 

transported to other locations, mostly to South America, by the Catholic church.   

The Lienz/Peggetz DP camp received bad reputation already at the early May 1945, when the British army handed 

over Cossacks and ethnic Russians and Ukrainians, who had collaborated with Nazi Germany, to the USSR, where 
they were assassinated.  

We could trace two examples of the booklet in libraries worldwide (Ljubljana and Bern). 

References: OCLC 602840391, 443548298. 

 

€250.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/refugee-children-s-book-romanje-na-goro.html


54. PRINTING IN DP CAMPS - RELIGION:  

 

O VLOGI CERKVE IN DUHOVNIKA V TUJINI 

 

[ON THE ROLE OF THE CHURCH AND PRIEST ABROAD]. 
  

 

A rare mimeographed pamphlet on a role of a priest in a foreign country was published in Slovenian language 

after WWII in a DP camp in Spittal in Austria, where the refugees were stationed before immigrating mostly to 

the South and North America. 
 

Author: Pavel SLAPAR (1905 – 1961). 

Place and Year: Spittal a. d. Drau, Austria: [Refugee Press] 1949. 

Technique: 8°: 30 pp. mimeographed text, [1] blank, original wrappers with mimeographed title, stapled (light 

foxing, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67756 

 

A rare pamphlet, written and published by a Slovenian priest Pavel Slapar (1905 – 1961) in a refugee camp in 

Spittal, Austria, discusses the moral duties of a Catholic church and priests abroad. 

The DP camp near the Carinthian town Spittal was founded by the British in the summer of 1945. The barracks, 

built by the German POWs, were meant to house the refugees and exiles from Yugoslavia, mostly from Slovenia. 

Most of the refugees were Vatican-protected members of the Roman Catholic church, which were in the next years 

moved overseas, mainly to Argentina, and also to Canada and United States. 

There were about 5000 persons living in the camp, among them approximately 800 school children.  

We could only find one institutional example of the book (National and University Library of Ljubljana). 

  

References: OCLC 780632719. 

 

Reserved 



55. PRINTING IN DP CAMPS - RELIGION:  

 

O ZAVESTNI POGLOBITVI VERSKEGA ŽIVLJENJA  

 

[ON THE CONSCIOUS DEEPENING OF THE SPIRITUAL LIFE]. 
 

 

A rare mimeographed pamphlet on a spiritual life was published in Slovenian language after WWII in a DP 

camp in Spittal in Austria, where the refugees were stationed before immigrating mostly to the South and North 

America. 
 

Author: Pavel SLAPAR (1905 – 1961). 

Place and Year: Spittal a. d. Drau, Austria: [Refugee Press] 1948. 

Technique: 8°: 88 pp. mimeographed text, original pink wrappers with mimeographed title (light foxing, small old 

tears in the wrappers, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67757 

 

A rare pamphlet, written and published by a Slovenian priest Pavel Slapar (1905 – 1961) in a refugee camp in 

Spittal, Austria, discusses the spiritual life in the Catholic church. 

The DP camp near the Carinthian town Spittal was founded by the British in the summer of 1945. The barracks, 

built by the German POWs, were meant to house the refugees and exiles from Yugoslavia, mostly from Slovenia. 

Most of the refugees were Vatican-protected members of the Roman Catholic church, which were in the next years 

moved overseas, mainly to Argentina, and also to Canada and United States. 

There were about 5000 persons living in the camp, among them approximately 800 school children.  

We could only find one institutional example of the book (National and University Library of Ljubljana). 

  

References: OCLC 443585145. 

 

Reserved 

 

  



56. CHILDREN’S BOOK – SERBIA:  

 

У ГОСТИМА КОД МАЈМУНА  

 

[U GOSTIMA KOD MAJMUNA / VISITING MONKEYS]. 
 

 

An unusual Serbian version of a Soviet children’s book in a form of a series of 40 loose photomontages, 

depicting a story of a boy who flew to visit a human-like family of monkeys, was made to educate children in 

personal hygiene. 
 

Author: [Nina Pavlovna SAKONSKAYA (Antonina Pavlovna Sokolovskaya, 1896 –1951) author] Vera 

Stepanova ARNOLD - L. K. ZYUZIN, illustrators. 

Place and Year: Belgrade: Prosveta 1949. 

Technique: 4°: 40 loose photomontages in turquoise tones, each with a script in Serbian Cyrillic on the back, 

inserted in an original paper folder with flaps and illustrated cover (minor foxing and staining in margins of some 

of the cards, wrapper slightly worn and stained, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67754 

 

 

This unusual and rare series of 40 photomontages with verses in Serbian verso, tell a story about a boy, who does 

not like to wash. A magic carpet takes him to a distant land, where a family of human-like monkeys washes him in 

cleans him, because he is too dirty for the jungle. After a few adventures, the boy returns to his mother and starts 

washing himself. The book was published to encourage the personal hygiene of children. 

  

The original version (В гостях у обезьян) was published in the Soviet Union, in 1942. The text was written by a 

popular female writer of mostly children’s books Nina Pavlovna Sakonskaya (real name Antonina Pavlovna 

Sokolovskaya, 1896 –1951) and the photomontages were made by Vera Stepanova Arnold and L. K. Zyuzin. The 

project was sponsored by the Central Institute of Health Education of the People's Commissariat of Health of the 
USSR. 

 

Sakonskaya’s name was omitted from the Serbian version and the series is very rare today. One of the reasons is 

probably the 1948 Tito-Stalin fall-out which caused for Yugoslavia to ban all the connections with the Soviet 

Union and with the communist countries of the Eastern bloc. 

 

Worldcat lists this title with no recorded examples in institutions. Two examples are held in Serbian libraries 

(Faculty for Teaching and Library of Serbian Matica, both in Belgrade). 

  

References: OCLC 443543106 

 

€120.00 

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/children-s-book-serbia-u-gostima-kod-ma-muna-u-gostima-kod-majmuna-visiting-monkeys.html


  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/children-s-book-serbia-u-gostima-kod-ma-muna-u-gostima-kod-majmuna-visiting-monkeys.html
https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/children-s-book-serbia-u-gostima-kod-ma-muna-u-gostima-kod-majmuna-visiting-monkeys.html


57. CHILDREN'S BOOK:  

 

KAJ SEM VIDEL  

 

[WHAT I SAW] 
 

 

A Slovenian translation of a famous Soviet children's encyclopedia on technology and science with a beautiful 

Yugo-nostalgic cover design by Janez Trpin.  

 

Author: Boris Stepanovich ZHITKOV (ŽITKOV, 1882 — 1938), author; E. SAFONOVA, Illustrator; Pavel 

GOLIA, translator; Janez TRPIN (1908—1973), cover design. 

Place and Year: Moscow - Leningrad: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo detskoj literatur’i ministerstva prosveŝenija 

RSFSR [State Publishing House of Children's Literature] 1946. 

Technique: Large 4º: 218 pp. with illustrations within text, [3], blue linen spine with black title, pictorial 

endpapers (Very Good, binding slightly rubbed on corners, old paper label on the front cover and old hand-written 

number on the back, old small cancelled stamp from a publisher's archive on the tile page). 

Code: 67769 

 
  

An uncommon Slovenian translation of a famous Russian children's encyclopedia Čto ja videl by Boris Zhitkov 

(1882 - 1938). This educational and technical book explains objects, electronical devices and transportation from 

the modern world to children. Accompanied by illustrations by E. Safonova. 

The cover design, based on a stencil draft, was made by a Slovenian illustrator Janez Trpin (1908—1973). Trpin 

was schooled in Germany before WW II, and worked as poster designer and book illustrator in 

Yugoslavia.  Especially famous were his mid-century posters for tourist attractions of Yugoslavia. After WWII he 

also designed brochures and children's games.   

 

This example comes from an archive of a publishing house and is in a very good, unread condition. 

  

References: OCL 439231674. 

 

€110.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/chto-ja-videl-cto-ja-videl-what-i-saw.html


58. CHILDREN'S BOOK:  

 

NAJDIHOJCA. 
 

Author: Fran LEVSTIK (1831 - 1887), author; Marja BORŠTNIK (1906 -1982), editor; Marija VOGELNIK (née 

GRAFENAUER) (1914 -2008), illustrator. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Mladinska Knjiga 1948. 

Technique:  4°. [21] with colour illustrations within text, hard card binding with illustrations on the cover and 

inner sides, green linen spine (Very Good, binding slightly age-toned and worn on corners, old paper label in the 

upper left corner of the cover, old library stamp in the cover, tiny old staple marks on the upper part of the first two 

pages, minor staining on some pages, tiny tears in the gutter of the endpapers, some pages as usual with minor 

folds as a result of storage). 

Code: 67783 

  

This first post WWII edition of popular didactical poems for toddlers and very small children is accompanied high-

quality illustrations. The text was adapted from the 19th century poetry by a versatile author Fran Levstik (1831-
1887).  

The name Najdihojca is an imaginative name for a curious toddler. Until today the book remains one of the 

children’s classics and many kindergartens bear its name.   

The book was edited by, Dr. Marja Borštnik, also called “the first lady of the Slovenian Slavistics”. Borštnik was a 

professor at the university, the head of the Slavic department and author of over 100 articles on Slavistics.     

The book was designed an illustrated with simple drawings for toddlers by an architect, dancer and graphic 

designer Marija Vogelnik (1914 – 2008), who studied architecture under Jože Plečnik and painting and graphic 

design in Belgrade. Vogelnik was one of the most active illustrators of children’s books in Slovenia before and 
after WWII. In 1975 she wrote and designed a book on the modern dance from the late 19th until mid 1970s.   

The book is a superb example of an innovative children’s book, made in the time of rationing after WWII. Printed 

on unflashy tan paper, the illustrations in style of children’s drawings were made by using five modest colours 

only: brown, blue, light brown, green and red.   

The text was reprinted in many other editions and remains widely popular until today. This example comes from 

the publisher's de-accessed archive.  

  

References: OCLC 440033660. Ddr. Francka PREMK in Dr. Eva PREMK BOGATAJ, Prof. Dr. Marja Borštnik, 

2017. Neubauer, Henrik: VogelnikGrafenauer, Marija (1914–2008). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija 

znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. http://www.slovenska-

biografija.si/oseba/sbi803931/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (15. julij 2018). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski 

biografski leksikon: 14. zv. Vode - Zdešar. Jože Munda et al. Ljubljana, Slovenska akademija znanosti in 

umetnosti Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 1986.  

  

€120.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/children-s-book-najdihojca.html


59. ABC BOOK:  

 

MOJE BERILO  

 

[MY PRIMER]. 
  

 

An unusual, crudely made, rather cruel and rare Slovenian ABC book was printed for the coastal primary 

schools in 1963. 
 

Author: Almira MARUŠIČ, author; Pavel VRHOVNIK, illustrations. 

Place and Year: Koper: Zavod za prosvetno pedagoško službo [Institution for Educational Pedagogical Work] 

1963. 

Technique:  
Large 8°: [1] title page, 63 pp. with black and white illustrations within text, originally folded illustrated wrappers 

with inserted 6 printed cards, original illustrated boards, green cloth spine (minor wear to the binding, light foxing 

to the edges, otherwise in a good condition, a seemingly originally unused example with traces of later browsing). 

Code: 67726 

  

This is a rare primer, made for primary schools of the coastal areas of Slovenia, in 1963. The inserted cards on the 

back with an alphabet, basic words in cursive and images, connected with certain letters (like T for Tito), were 

meant to be cut out and used in didactic games. The same card repeats in three copies, as the same book would be 
shared by more students or generations.  

The black linear illustrations are rather crude, slightly morbid and unusually inappropriate for a primer. The style is 

a mixture of contemporary fashion, such as 1960s female hairstyles, and contemporary political propaganda, like a 

portrait of president Tito. Some images show extremely cruel or sad scenes: one of the first pages depicts a dead 

man in a pond of blood, who was killed by a car, another image shows children going to a cemetery and refers one 

of the girls as “poor”, because her mother is dead, and a short story depicts a boy putting a house of fire.  

This type of “didactic” illustrations did not exactly catch on and the book was never reprinted.  

There are only four examples recorded in Slovenian libraries and none abroad. 

  

 

References: OCLC 781031554. 

 

 

€120.00 

  



60. HIPPIE MOVEMENT – SCIENCE FICTION – MUNICH:  

 

MRU 100. MUNICH ROUND UP 
 

An unusual and rare elaborately made jubilee issue 100 of a Munich science fiction magazine with a 

psychedelic cover and images inside was made at the height of the hippie movement, in 1968, and includes a 

photo-montaged board game, texts with LDS motifs and short stories by a NASA aerospace engineer Jesco von 

Puttkamer.  
 

Author: Waldemar KUMMING (1924 - 2017), Jesco von PUTTKAMER (1933 – 2012) et al. 

Place and Year: Munich: Gruppe München der SFCD e.V [Munich group of the Science Fiction Club 

Deutschland] 1968. 

Technique: 4°: 138 pp. photocopied text with black and white illustrations and one colour full-page illustration, 

[1] folding black and white boardgame with photomontage, original colour illustrated cover, stapled (minor 

staining, old dedication on the upper part of first page, cover with light scratches, board game detached, usual 

traces of glue on the spine, wrong pagination on some pages corrected manually with blue pen, otherwise in a good 

condition). 

Code: 67749 

  

A highly unusual issue 100 of a Germany science fiction magazine, mixed with the psychedelic artwork, was 

published in Munich in 1968 at the height of the hippie movement. It includes articles about the space, imaginary 

constructions of space shuttles, drawings and comics with unusual contents and a colour psychedelic drawing, 

followed by a story on LDS hallucinations. The introduction, which is translated to English at the end of the 

magazine, explains the history of the magazine and is accompanied by a coloured images of the first edition of 

MRU. A folding plate at the end is a unusual board-game with photomontage composed of science fiction 
characters, erotic images and rockets, with the finishing field portraying the authors of the magazine.  

Some of the texts, including the LSD story, were written by German-born famous NASA scientist Jesco von 

Puttkamer (1933-2012). Von Puttkamer, who moved to the US in the 1960s, was known for his science fiction 
novels and short stories. He also wrote an introduction to the anthology Star Trek: The New Voyages 2 in 1978.  

This issue was published in 1968, as Munich was a centre of a massive hippie movement in Bavaria.  

The magazine was published irregularly from November 1958, in the time of the universal sci-fi B-movie craze, 

until December 2013, first approximately once per year and later in circa five issue annually. The issues were 

mimeographed or photocopied reproductions of manuscripts, drawings, typescripts and photomontages. The round 
numbers, such as 50 and our number 100 were made more elaborately and also included colour covers and pages.  

All the issues of the magazine are rare. We could find examples or series of the magazine in six German libraries 

and five abroad. 
References: OCLC 84918508, 223012969, 643773652 & 46480667. 

€450.00 

 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/hippie-movement-science-fiction-munich-mru-100-munich-round-up.html


  



61. PROTO-PUNK POP SOVIET-ARMENIAN ALBUM:  

 

ПАМЯ‘Ь О СЛУЖБЕ [MEMORY OF THE SERVICE] 
 

 

A unique military album with proto-punk and 1980s pop design was probably crafted by an Armenian soldier 

serving the Soviet Army in Irkutsk. 
 

 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: [Irkutsk and probably Yerevan, Armenia, circa 1984-1986]. 

Technique: Oblong 4°: [17] rush-sprayed boards, sealed with silver tape on the edges and velvet brown paper on 

the corners with 53 mounted original black and white photographs, one colour photograph and two colour 

postcards, interleaved 17 colour drawings on tracing paper, hand painted gouache endpapers, original electric 

purple fake fur binding with hand-drawn title on the cover, originally tied with pink ribbon (Very Good, minor 

wear on the corners, small glue stains on some pages, one photograph torn out). 

Code: 67753 

 

  

An unusual, highly decorative hand-crafted album, influenced by post-punk and pop aesthetics was made in the 

mid 1980, probably by a young Armenian as a memory of serving the Soviet Army. The album is composed of 
unusual materials and electric colours, influenced by a contemporary pop and proto-punk culture.  

The album starts with a gouache drawing on the inner side of the covers, glorifying the Russian Air Force (BBC - 

Вое́нно-возду́шные си́лы), probably signifying the author’s entry to that branch of the Soviet Army.  

The following card pages, which are composed of hand made brush-sprayed boards, sealed with silver tape on the 

edges and ornated with velvet brown paper on the corners, have mounted black and white original photographs of 

young Soviet soldiers in uniforms, mostly set in relaxed atmospheres, fooling around, hugging each other and 

posing with cars or topless. Some studio portraits have an imprint of an Irkutsk studio. 

The interleaved tracing paper has been decorated with hand-drawings in vivid modern pop colours, representing 

the author’s story chronologically. Some of the images show Russian soldiers in historical uniforms, undergoing 

the same route.  

The humorous scenes on tracing paper show: 

1.    Two soldiers on a slow bumpy road to Irkutsk (historical scene), 

2.    Two soldiers walking to Lembolovo (historical scene), 

3.    Shooting practice (historical scene), physical fight for supplies, 

4.    Two soldiers on duty playing cards, smoking, listening to music and secretly drinking alcohol, hidden in a 

cupboard under the tea kettle, all of which would probably be forbidden,    

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/punk-soviet-album.html


  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/punk-soviet-album.html
https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/punk-soviet-album.html


5.    A miserable person leaving from Yerevan to Irkutsk on a cart (historical scene), 

6.    A fashionably dressed attractive girl with a motorcycle waving at an airplane, probably signifying the newly 

arrived members of the air unit were particularly popular with the younger members of the opposite sex, 

7.    A military practice involving a helicopter and a submarine in a stormy cold sea, 

8.    A young attractive girl with a glass of wine and a sign За тех кто служит! - For those who serve! – a popular 

song glorifying the soldiers of the Soviet Army. 

9.    An image of a girl, airplane military practice and a globe, probably representing a daily routine, endless drills 

and long flights and a thought of a girl above all, 

10.  A scene from a prison with two soldiers and a rat, 

11.  Two soldiers and a coach (historical scene), 

12.  A soldier asleep with his tools behind an army truck, as a superior is searching for him, 

13.  A group of soldiers in a kitchen fooling around, pretending to be in a disco, making music with pots and pans 

and the cook pretending to be a female dancer, 

14.  A person ringing a bell, marked Fall 1984-6, probably marking the dates of the author’s stay in Irkutsk. The 

architecture in the background probably shows one of the Irkutsk’s famous colourful churches, 

15.  A poor man returning through St. Petersburg (historical scene), 

16.  A man with a decree, 

17.  An alarm raised in the prison / barracks (historical scene). 

The last monumental gouache on the inner side of the back cover spells Yerevan and probably refers to the 
author’s return home.  

In the Soviet Union, as in many countries from the Eastern bloc, serving the army was mandatory for all the young 

men up to the mid 20s. Most of the men would join the army after finishing the high school, at the age of circa 18, 
before finding work or going to the university. Females could join the army optionally.  

Men would usually be sent for a training to the other side of the country, as far as possible from home, to avoid 

dissertation and spreading military information in the known geographical areas, and also to toughen up the young 

men, who would at the time still live with their parents and to encourage the multicultural exchange in a large 
diverse country.  

Men were serving the Soviet army for three years, and in 1967 the service was reduced from three to two years 

(with remaining 3 years service in naval forces). Although the conditions were rough and many of the training 

fields unfriendly, most of the young men returned home with nostalgic memories of their friends, who returned to 
their distant parts of the country after the service was finished.   

This unique album is a valuable insight in the army life of the last years of the cold war era, separation of various 

states from the Soviet Union, founding of the independent Armenia and the influence of the western pop culture 
aesthetics on the Soviet Union. 

 

€3,200.00 
  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/punk-soviet-album.html


62. YUGOSLAV NEO-AVANTGARDE:  

 

FRANCI ZAGORIČNIK. PROSTOR PROŠIRENIH MEDIJA. ZAGREB. STARČEVIĆEV TRG 6/II. 17.-

23. 12. 1981. 18-21H. ZBRANA DELA SLOVENSKIH PESNIKOV IN PISATELJEV. LE SHOPPING DE 

COLLECTIONS. 
 

Author: Franci ZAGORIČNIK (1933-1997) - Studio Signum. 

Place and Year: Zagreb: Studio Signum 1981. 

Technique: 4°: [9] xeroxed pages with illustrations within text, original black and white photograph stapled to the 

last page, original transparent plastic wrappers, stapled (Very Good, soft fold in the back cover of the plastic 

wrappers). 

Code: 67770 

 

This unusual rare publication, stapled in original plastic wrappers, was made for an exhibition of a Slovene / 

Yugoslav neo-avantgarde artist Franci Zagoričnik, who was a founder of the group Studio Signum. Zagoričnik, a 

Croatia-born Slovenian artist, was known for his photomontages, and word and symbol constellations. He was also 

an author of an anthology on Croatian avantgarde. 

The pamphlet, which is an object of art in itself, focuses on the author through photomonages of his birth 

certificate, list of his works and exhibitions, and a photomontaged article with vulgar contents. A original 

photograph sloppily stapled on the last page, is dated with June 1979 and bears a handtyped title Death in Venice. 

The publication was printed in the 1981, one year after Tito's death, in the decade of a decline of Yugoslavia, when 

the neo-avantgarde art focused on the country's recent history, with its at the time senseless propaganda and efforts 

to uniform the history and culture of its diverse nations. 

The publication is very rare. We could not find any institutional examples. 

 

€380.00 
  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/yugoslav-neo-avantgarde-franci-zagoricnik-prostor-prosirenih-medija-zagreb-starcevicev-trg-6-ii-17-23-12-1981-18-21h-zbrana-dela-slovenskih-pesnikov-in-pisateljev-le-shopping-de-collections.html


63. YUGOSLAV 1980S NEO-AVANTGARDE MAGAZINE:  

 

НОВА ЕВРОПА. NOVA EVROPA. ILUSTRIRANA REVIJA NOVE SVIJESTI  

 

[NEW EUROPE. ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE OF NEW CONSCIOUSNESS]. 
  

 

An issue of an extremely rare 1980s Yugoslav art magazine with photomontages, reproduced as a photocopy in 

small numbers, was made by a group of young artists, many of which later became internationally recognized 

artists, designers and multimedia performers.  
 

Author: Dejan KRŠIĆ (born 1661); Jane ŠTRAVS (born 1965); Goran VEJVODA (born 1956), Srđan 

VEJVODA (1952) et al. 

Place and Year: [Probably Zagreb, circa 1983]. 

Technique: 4°: [20 pp.] xeroxed text and images, p. 2 with original signature and numbered with a red rubber 

stamp, stapled (Very Good, edges slightly age-toned). 

Code: 67774 

 

This is a second number (of ?) of a Yugoslav magazine, originally multiplied as a photocopy by a multimedia 

group, numbered and signed by the editor Dejan Kršić (born 1661). The magazine includes photomontages, images 

mocking the stereotypical newspaper advertisements, quotations, musical scores, reports and an original interview 

with David Byrne (Talking Heads) made in New York by a media artist Goran Vejvoda (born 1956), a son of a 
Yugoslav diplomat Ivo Vejvoda. 

Many of the authors, most of them here still in their twenties, became internationally recognized designers and 

multimedia artists. These magazines, reproduced in the last years of Yugoslavia, as semi-underground press in 

galleries and private homes, were made in smaller numbers and were distributed among the sympathisers of the 

neo-avantgarde anti-establishment art movements. Being underappreciated for decades, these monuments of the 

late Yugoslav independent multimedia art are exceedingly rare today. 

We could not find any institutional copies of any issues of this magazine. 

 

€450.00 

   

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/yugoslav-1980s-neo-avantgarde-magazine-nova-evropa-nova-evropa-ilustrirana-revija-nove-svijesti-new-europe-illustrated-magazine-of-new-consciousness.html


64. YUGOSLAV NEO-AVANTGARDE:  

 

АПОРЕА  

 

[APOREA] 
  

 

An extremely rare publication, made by a Yugoslav Macedonian neo-avantgarde independent multimedia 

cultural group Aporea in the 1980s. 
 

Author: Апореа [Aporea]. 

Place and Year: [Skopje, Macedonia: 1987 or 1988]. 

Technique: 4°: [5] xeroxed text and images, stapled (Very Good, upper margin slightly age-toned, small folds in 

the upper left corner, a tiny tear on the back). 

Code: 67772 

 

An unusual rare publication with photomontages, and manuscripts in various Yugoslav languages, and also 

German and English, was originally issued as a photocopy in 1980 by a neo-avantgarde group Aporea from 

Skopje, Macedonia. The text, accompanied with collages of portraits, symbols and religious symbols, are 

statements on the art. The last page pronounces the contemporary movement Neue Slowenische Kunst as a 
“glorious barbaric art”. 

The short-lived independent multimedia cultural group Aporea (abbreviation for Apocryphal Reality) was founded 

in 1987 in Skopje and was based on the aesthetics and symbols of the Orthodox church, as a part of the anti-

establishment Yugoslav art movements of the 1980s (with the most famous of them probably being Irwin and 

Laibach, who were based on the Nazi aesthetics), after Tito's death, in the decade of a decline of Yugoslavia, when 

the neo-avantgarde art focused on the country's recent history, as a response on at the time senseless propaganda 
and efforts to uniform the history and culture of its diverse nations.   

The art movement Aporea recorded 5 songs in 1988 with a title Na rjekah vavilonskih (By the rivers of Babylon), 

which were a mixture of the Byzantine past and ethnic Macedonian music. In 1989, the movement changed its 

name to Anastasia, focusing mostly on the music and becoming one of the Macedonian most internationally 

successful bands of the 20th century. They were active until 2002, working closely with the theatre and film. In 

1994, they were nominated for the Academy Award for their music in the movie Before the Rain. 

These semi-underground Yugoslav improvised art magazines from the 1980s are extremely rare, as they would be 

multiplied in only small amounts and distributed among the sympathisers of the movement. 

We could not find any institutional copies. 

 

€550.00 

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/yugoslav-neo-avantgarde-aporea-aporea.html


  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/yugoslav-neo-avantgarde-aporea-aporea.html
https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/yugoslav-neo-avantgarde-aporea-aporea.html


 

65. ARMENIAN DIASPORA:  

 

ՀԱՄԱՍՏԵՂ 1895 1966 [HAMASTEGH 1895-1966] 
 

A book on the founder of Armenian diaspora poetry Hamastegh was drafted by an Armenian designer Minas 

Minasian published in New York a year following the poet’s death. 
 

Author: Various authors. Minas MINASIAN, design and illustrations. 

Place and Year: [New York: Hamasdegh Jubilee Committee 1967]. 

Technique: 4°: 112 pp. printed in black, grey and brown with illustrations within the text, original illustrated card 

binding (Very Good, a dedication in Armenian dated 1967 on the front white endpaper, binding with minor wear 

and light staining in the lower part of the spine). Inserted contemporary invitation: square 4° originally folded into 

8°: printed in black, grey and brown with illustrations within the text (Very Good). 

Code: 67739 

 

 

A richly illustrated, beautifully designed book was published in 1967 by the Armenian diaspora in the United 

States, to commemorate the life of a poet Hamastegh, the founder of Armenian poetry abroad. Hamastegh 

(Armenian: Համաստեղ, born Hambardzum Gelenian, 1895-1966) was born in the Ottoman Empire, in the eastern 

part of Anatolia. He immigrated to the United States in 1913, where he became a first major representative of 

Armenian poets abroad. In 1966, Hamastegh collapsed on the stage during a performance. He is buried in Boston.  

The book with various typographies, photographs, photos and illustrations, and printed in black, grey and golden-

brown tones was drafted by an Armenian designer Minas Minasian, known for his elaborate typographies of 

Armenian script.  

Inserted in the book is an invitation to the event dedicated to Hamastegh at the Hotel Statler Hilton in New York, 

also designed by Minasian. 

References: OCLC 35686866. 

 

 

€160.00 
  

https://www.pahor.de/armenian-diasopra-1895-1966-hamastegh-1895-1966.html


66. CHILDERN'S BOOK:  

 

ČUDEŽNA SKRINJA  

 

[THE MAGIC CASCET]. 
 

 

 

Author: Vesna PARUN (1922-2010), author; France KOSMAČ (1922-1974), translator; Vesna BORČIĆ (born 

1920), illustrator. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1961. 

Technique: 8°. 53 pp. with blue and black illustrations, [1] index, original illustrated colour binding (Very Good, 

seemingly unread example, binding with minimal wear, very light glue marks on the verso of the back cover). 

Code: 67760 

 

 

This is a Slovenian translation of a Croatian fable for children, written by a popular Croatian poet and writer Vesna 

Parun (1922-2010). The text on p. 53 quotes Parun’s biography and the text on the back cover explains the benefit 

of fables in children’s education.   

The vibrant mid-century illustrations in blue and black were made by a Croatian artist Vesna Borčić (born 1920), 
who graduated from the Zagreb Art Academy and specialized in illustration.   

The book was translated by France Kosmač (1922-1974) who started writing during WWII, when he was a part of 
the resistance movement, and became a known movie director after the war.   

The book comes from a de-accessed archive of a publishing house and is seemingly unread.   

References: OCLC 438507419.  

 

 

€75.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/childern-s-book-cudezna-skrinja-the-magic-cascet.html


67. CHILDREN'S BOOK:  

 

ZVONČEK NA REPU  

 

[THE LITTLE BELL ON THE TAIL]. 
 

Author: Gustav KRKLEC (1899-1977), author; Matej BOR (i. e. Vladimir PAVŠIČ, 1913-1993), translator; 

Vesna BORČIĆ (born 1920), illustrator. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1954. 

Technique: 8°. [20] with purple and black illustrations, original illustrated card wrappers, stapled (wrappers 

slightly dusty with a small paper label in the upper left part and a small fold in the corner on the back, old small 

stamps from a de-accessed library of a publishing house). 

Code: 67785 

 

A collection of fables in short poems for small children was written by a Croatian author Gustav Krklec (1899-

1977) and translated to Slovenian by an author and screen writer Matej Bor (1913-1993). This is a first separately 

published collection of Krklec’s fables, which were previously only published separately in magazines and 
newspapers.   

The vibrant mid-century illustrations in blue and black were made by a Croatian artist Vesna Borčić (born 1920), 

who graduated from the Zagreb Art Academy and specialized in illustration.   

The book comes from a de-accessed archive of a publishing house and is seemingly unread.   

  
References: OCLC 438586560. 

 

€65.00 
 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/children-s-book-zvoncek-na-repu-the-little-bell-on-the-tail.html


68. CHILDREN'S STORY – YUGOSLAV PRO-PARTISAN PROPAGANDA:  

 

OGNJENI KRST GREGCA PETELINČKA. 
 

A children’s story about a young boy Greg, set in WWII and accompanied by highly decorative illustrations in 

black and red, was published in Yugoslavia in 1960, as a part of political propaganda for children. 
 

Author: France BEVK (1890-1970), author; Tinca STEGOVEC (born 1927). 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Zavod Borec 1960. 

Technique: 8°. [16] with black and red illustrations within text, original illustrated thick card boards, red linen 

spine (Very Good, with hardly noticeable staining). 

Code: 67245 

 

A story about a boy Gregy “the Rooster”, a boy living with his elderly grandmother, father and sister in a farm, is 

set in WWII, when the area was occupied by Fascist Italy. The Fascist soldiers imprison his father and his sister 

decides to join the Partisan underground movement to fight the Fascists. After Gregy (Gregec), who is left alone 

on the farm with his elderly grandmother, meets a partisan currier and gets into gun fight with the Fascists, he 

escapes the revenge of the soldiers by being smuggled to the Partisans in the forest in a wicker basket and joins the 

Partisan army himself.  

The text is accompanied by high quality illustrations in red and black by a female academic artist Tinca Stegovec 

(born 1927), who was described as a "highly figurative artist and a subtle observer of the world around her and 
interpersonal relations“.  

The text was written by France Bevk (1890-1970), one of the most fruitful authors of children’s stories in 

Yugoslavia. Before WWII, France Bevk, lead one of the last Slavic publishing houses on the Fascist occupied area, 
which was undergoing a strong censorship and eventually banned all non-Italian publications.  

When Italy entered the war, in 1940, Bevk was sent to a prison camp as a political prisoner. He remained there 

until the capitulation of Italy in 1943, after which he joined the Partisans. After the war, France Bevk remained an 

active writer and is today known as an author of numberless popular works, especially stories for children.    

The book was published in the after-war period in Slovenia, Yugoslavia, as a part of political propaganda for 

children, to glorify the WWII partisan and socialist movement, which was led by the Yugoslavian president Josip 

Broz Tito. 

€65.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/children-s-story-yugoslav-pro-partisan-propaganda-ognjeni-krst-gregca-petelincka.html


69. YUGOSLAV CONTEMPORARY ART:  

 

PASSEPART SFR JUGOSLAVIJA. СФР ЈУГОСЛАВИЈА. ASPECTS 75. CONTEMPORARY 

YUGOSLAV ART 
  

 

An oversized catalogue in the shape of a Yugoslav passport was made for an exhibition of contemporary 

Yugoslav artist in Richard Demarco Gallery in Edinburgh. 

 

 

Author: Boris BUĆAN (born 1947), design; Richard Demarco Gallery. 

Place and Year: Edinburgh: Scottish Arts Council 1975. 

Technique: Folio (43,5 x 29,5 cm / 17.1 x 11.6 inches) [28] with black and white illustrations within text, original 

wrappers with colour cover and shorter upper margin, exposing the lettering on the inner page, stapled (back cover 

with minor staining and a small scratched spot, corners with minor wear and tiny folds, otherwise in a good 

condition). 

Code: 67776 

 

  

A richly illustrated, informative catalogue with artistic design was issued in 1975 for an exhibition of 

contemporary Yugoslav authors in Richard Demarco Gallery in Edinburgh. The participating artists, whose 

portraits, works and biographies are covered in the catalogue, were amon others Marina Abramović (born 1946), 

Borislav Aleksić (born 1936), Rodoljub Anastasov (born 1935), Engjëll Berisha - Befre (1926 – 2010), Gojko 

Berkuljan (1923 – 1989), Gligor Čemerski (1940 – 2016), Petar Dabac (born 1942), Ivan Generalić (1914 – 
1992),.. 

After the exhibition at the Richard Demarco Gallery in Edinburgh, the artists exhibited at the Fruit Market Gallery, 

Market Street, and the Richard Demarco Gallery, Monteith House; Municipal Gallery of Modern Art, Dublin; The 

Turnpike Gallery, Leigh, Lancashire; Ulster Museum, Belfast; and Gardner Centre, University of Sussex, Third 
Eye Centre, Glasgow. 

 

References: OCLC 935178007 & 14719961. 

 

€350.00 
  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/yugoslav-contemporary-art-passepart-sfr-jugoslavija-sfr-ugoslavi-a-aspects-75-contemporary-yugoslav-art.html


70. STATISTICAL ATLAS – YUGOSLAVIA:  

 

PLANERSKI ATLAS PROSTORNOG UREDJENJA JUGOSLAVIJE  

 

[PLANNING ATLAS OF THE LANDSCAPE ORGANISATION OF YUGOSLAVIA]. 
 

 

An extremely rare oversized governmental statistical atlas of Yugoslavia with a wide spectrum of different 

statistical maps was made for the official institutions in 1973. 
 

Author: Branislav KRSTIĆ (born 1922) et al. 

Place and Year: Belgrade: Geokarta [1973]. 

Technique: Folio (46,5 x 55 cm / 18.3 x 21.6 inches), [6] text pages, [65] colour lithographed maps, interleaved 

with 8 text pages and 8 sheets of tracing paper with additional cartographic information, originally bound together 

with two metal pieces, loose folding map (45,5 x 25 cm / 17.9 x 9.8 inches) printed on tracing paper inserted in an 

original sleeve on the inner side of the front cover, original blue cloth binding with silver lettering on the cover 

(Very Good, soft folds in the endpapers, old small library stamps from a de-accessed library in a corner of a loose 

map, back of the title page and back of the last map and in a white margin of a text page, binding with minor 

staining and traces of a paper label on the back cover). 

Code: 67780 
  

This elaborately made oversized atlas with 65 maps, presented in various forms was, made presumably in a limited 

edition by the Yugoslav government in Belgrade, in 1973, for goaled governmental institutions. The large, 

colourful, well designed maps show flora and fauna of the country, its climate, population, various branches of 

industry, migration – daily and permanent, education, population, demographical charts, school systems, water 

systems, airplane connections and their frequency, railroad connections and their loads, geology and mineralogical 
structure, energy consumption, possibilities of a future development etc.   

Each map is designed differently and some were made in a pair with an overlay of tracing paper with additional 

cartographic information. A loose folding map on tracing paper, inserted in a sleeve on the inner side of the front 
cover, showcases political boundaries, which can be overlaid upon the thematic maps. 

The maps were made by a Serbian architect and urban planner Branislav Krstić (born 1922), a professor and 

member of the Academy for Science in Belgrade. Krstić was a cooperating with the UNESCO World Heritage and 

was actively involved in the geographical division of Kosovo in the 1990s and circa 2000. 

The atlas is very rare and seems to be distributed only to governmental institutions. We could only find examples 

in three institutions (Worldcat lists two libraries in Slovenia and one in Münster, Germany). The Serbian, Croatian, 

Macedonian and BiH Libraries do not list the atlas in their on-line inventory. 

Our example comes from a de-accessed library/archive of a Yugoslav state railway office. 

References: OCLC 1074434954 & 780994965. 

 

€450.00 
  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/statistical-atlas-yugoslavia-planerski-atlas-prostornog-uredjenja-jugoslavije-planning-atlas-of-the-landscape-organisation-of-yugoslavia.html


  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/statistical-atlas-yugoslavia-planerski-atlas-prostornog-uredjenja-jugoslavije-planning-atlas-of-the-landscape-organisation-of-yugoslavia.html


71. ARCHITECTURE:  

 

URBANIZAM. TEORIJA PROSTORNOG PLANIRANJA I UREDJENJA NASELJA  

 

[URBANISM. THEORY OF URBAN PLANNING AND ORGANIZING OF LIVING SPACE]. 
 

Author: Branko MAKSIMOVIĆ. 

Place and Year: Beograd: Naučna knjiga 1980. 

Technique: 4°: [4], 329. pp with illustrations within text, [3], blue illustrated card wrappers (small stamps from a 

de-accessed library on the back of the title page and in some margins, paper label on the back cover, binding with 

minimal wear, otherwise in a good condition). 

Code: 67751 

 

  

A book on contemporary urban planning was written by a Serbian professor of architecture Branko Maksimović. 

The book was published in 4 editions, in 1965, 1978, 1980 and 1986. Each edition had a revised, modernized text 
and presented different contemporary modern architecture. 

References: OCLC 455994173 & 84530085. 

 

€45.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/architecture-urbanizam-teorija-prostornog-planiranja-i-uredjenja-naselja-urbanism-theory-of-urban-planning-and-organizing-of-living-space.html


72. IRAN - CARPETS:  

 

CARPETS OF IRAN. MAP PF CARPET WEAVING AND TRADING CENTERS. 
 

 

Author: Sahab geographic & drafting institute 

Place and Year: Tehran: Sahab geographic & drafting institute 2005. 

Technique: Colour lithograph, 100 x 69,5 cm (39.4 x 27.4 inches) (Very Good, soft folds). 

Code: 67748 

 

Three maps, printed on a large, poster-size paper represent the carpet weaving and trading centres of Iran, a 

map of Iran and the costumes of the country.  

 

Sahab - The Father of Iran’s Cartography 

 

The Sahab Geographic and Drafting Institute was founded in Tehran in 1935, becoming the first private 

geographic and mapmaking enterprise in the Middle East.  Its founder was Abolghasem Sahab was succeeded by 
his son Abbas Sahab, the draftsman of the present map.  

The map was made by Abbas Sahab (1921-2000), the so called “Father of Iran’s Cartography”. 

He was born in Fam, in Tafresh district in Iran. His father Ostad Abolghasem Sahab Tafreshi was a famous writer 
and author of about seventy titles on on historical, geographical, religious, cultural and artistic topics. 

Abbas Sahab devoted himself to cartography already during the time off his studies in Teheran. During his life he 

created more than  1,500 valuable works including maps, atlases, plates, scientific and medical illustrations, as well 
as geographical globes. 

Sahab was very active on the international level. He was an an active member of the International Cartographic 
Association Between 1968-1971 he issued maps of other countries such as Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq and Turkey. 

In 1970 Sahab organised the First International Map Exhibition in the Tehran Teachers Training High School and 

in the next years he organised similar events in the other cities. 

In his last years he dedicated himself to his monumental work: The Great Atlas of 14 Centuries of Islamic Arts in 
20 volumes, of which the first volume was published in 2000. 

After Sahab’s death the printing house was taken over by his sons and is still active today. Sahab’s unique library 
with thousands of volumes on cartography also survives intact today. 

(Source: http://www.sahabmap.com/company_sahab_biography.htm). 

The Sahab’s map of carpets was first published in the 1970s and has been reprinted in revised and modernized 

editions in the next decades. We could not find any 2005 institutional copies. 

 

€140.00 

  

http://www.sahabmap.com/company_sahab_biography.htm
https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/iran-carpets-carpets-of-iran-map-pf-carpet-weaving-and-trading-centers.html


73. PETER RABBIT:  

 

PETER ZAJEC. HIŠICA, POSTAVI SE. PRAVLJIČNA POSTAVLJANKA. 
 

A first Slovenian version of Peter Rabbit Spectacular pop-up book from 1994 in a mint, uncut condition with an 

originally attached book. 
 

Author: Beatrix POTTER (1866-1943), author; Branko GRADIŠNIK (born 1951), translator. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1994. 

Technique: Large square 4°: 33 x 31,5 cm (13 x 12.4 inches) with unfolding 3D colour lithographed card models 

and illustrated covers, originally with rubber band attached illustrated book oblong 12°, 1 attached envelope of cut-

outs (mint, unused condition). 

Code: 67725 

 

A first Slovenian translation of a large pop-up book was published in 1994, the same year as the original in 

English. Peter Rabbit was practically unknown in Yugoslavia and only became popular in the fall of Yugoslavia in 

the 1994. 

This example comes from a bookstore’s archive and is in a mint, unused and uncut condition. 

References: OCLC 442392077. 

 

 

€120.00 
  

https://www.pahor.de/books/upjan19/peter-rabbit-peter-zajec-hisica-postavi-se-pravljicna-postavljanka.html
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